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Preface
I love the Pre-Born.
Some may think it strange that a graphic designer would write a book like
this. Indeed it is strange, but I feel it in my heart to write this book. Abortion
is a topic that I care deeply about defeating. This book’s purpose is to
demolish the marketing ideas of the Pro-Choice movement.
Having worked as a graphic designer in several marketing departments for
almost two decades, I have picked up quite a bit of marketing knowledge. I
know how to pinpoint the focus and intent of a product or campaign. I know
how “the competition” uses visuals and phraseology to be memorable. I
wanted to take this knowledge I’ve learned in the workplace and focus it on
the Pro-Choice movement.
In the process of writing this book on and off for about ﬁve years, in July
2015, the video undercover exposé on Planned Parenthood was released on
the internet. Those videos spurred me to complete this project and release
it on the internet as well. During the process of ﬁnishing this project (and
being part of the nationwide protest against Planned Parenthood), I saw the
need for visual images that could be used for large activist signage. So, in
addition to this book, I designed and compiled a library of original images
as the Pro-Life Visual Library on bibleartbooks.com. This library will be
an ever-growing collection of graphics that can be used on through social
media networks or printed as high-resolution signs.
God is to be thanked for the completion of both this book and the visual
library. I pray that these resources are used to end abortion in this country
and to be used for His glory
God Bless You,
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Introduction
“Hi, I’m the Genetics Counselor for Kaiser Permanente and I’m calling
regarding your 20-week ultrasound results.”
“Hi.”
“I wanted to tell you that the ultrasound shows that there is a white spot
on your baby’s heart.”
“OK. What does that mean?”
“The spot is a soft-marker for Down’s Syndrome.”
“That’s OK. We won’t love the baby any less. Just curious, is there
anything else that spot can be?”
“Yes, it can just be a shadow.”
“Oh, OK.”
“I ﬁgured that would be your stance. I’ll let them know that you will not
be terminating the pregnancy.”
Thus began my personal experience with abortion: Kaiser Permanente
offering their assassination services to my wife. Later, as my wife related
this conversation to me, I began to ask myself several questions:
• How many other women does Kaiser Permanente genetic counselors scare
into getting abortion?
• And, how many of those babies, had they been born, would have been
perfectly ﬁne (like my son)?
• How would an abortive mom feel that she aborted a perfect baby over a
shadow?
• How many pregnant mothers, not wanting a Down’s Syndrome baby,
choose abortion over life?
It’s almost like a trigger word—Down’s Syndrome—that sets fears off in
people and they automatically choose to abort. Actually, it’s a fact that when
prenatal testing reveals a potential birth defect, over 90% of parents choose
to abort. It’s easy to convince someone to abort: just ﬁnd out what a person
fears and they will give you all control to take away the “threat”. Now I
know why Kaiser Permanente is the medical juggernaut that is: it is built on
the backs of aborted babies.
They assumed my Pre-Born son was not worth the risk of Down’s Syndrome.
They assumed that abortion was the “solution” to any unwanted Down’s
Syndrome baby. The abortion industry is built on hundreds of assumptions
that I want to examine in the following pages.
7
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The Marketing of Murder
The womb is the most dangerous place in the world. It didn’t always used to
be. But since Roe v. Wade, it’s the only place that an innocent human being
can be murdered freely, legally and without restraint. Once a place of life,
the womb has been turned into a war-zone. A woman’s body has now been
a cemetery for 60 million American babies since 1973.
But, America isn’t original in this. Every culture kills off its most helpless
victims: babies. From the ancient Aztecs to modern day Americans, babies
have always been dispensable. It’s just that in modern day America, we
don’t even have to see the baby to kill it; we’re so advanced that we can kill
the baby inside the womb.
Babies are murdered everyday in America and yet we keep voting in the
same politicians who don’t do anything to stop this holocaust. But, it’s really
not the politicians’ responsibility to stop this; they were just voted in. It’s the
American people that is the problem. They vote in politicians that are just
like them. And, because of that, blood is on America’s hands.
Murder, on this kind
of scale, can only be
accomplished by a society
that doesn’t value life.
This kind of holocaust
could only have happened
through
the
shrewd
marketing of the ProChoice movement. How
do you hide a holocaust
this big? How do you
brainwash Americans into
believing that murdering
your own baby is OK?
Well, for one thing, the
Pro-Choicers are very good with phrasing things. They use words and
phrases to hide their twisted logic. These words and phrases have made the
Pro-Choice movement palatable to Americans. That is why America has
embraced Choice over Life.

9

History of Abortion
Abortion has been around almost as long as birthing babies has. Ancient
civilizations had many ways of removing unwanted babies from the womb.
The use of abortifacient herbs, sharpened instruments, abdominal pressure,
drugs, alcohol were all used in ancient Middle Eastern, Egyptian and Indian
cultures. Strenuous exercise (such as climbing, paddling, weightlifting or
diving) were also used to kill the child in the womb. The use of irritant
leaves, fasting, battery, pouring hot water on the abdomen, heated coconut
shells, steamed onions, and tightening the girdle were all methods used to
abort the child in the womb.
Ancient Greeks used
the herb silphium as
an abortifacient and
contraceptive.
Other
herbs used included
rue, dill, pepper and
myrrh. Soranus, a 2ndCentury Greek physician
prescribed
enemas,
diuretics, emmanagogues,
fasting, jumping and
bloodletting.
Tertullian, a 2nd century
Christian theologian described surgical implements which were used in a
procedure very similar to the modern dilation and evacuation method. One
tool had a “nicely adjusted ﬂexible frame” (for dilation), an “annular blade”
(to curette) and “a blunted or covered hook“ (for extraction).
Medieval abortionists used herbs such as Italian catnip, savory, sage,
soapwort, cyperus, hellebore and pennyroyal. Many of these herbs were
not just abortifacients; they were poisonous to the mother as well and many
mothers died trying to kill their Pre-Born child int he womb. In 1978, a
pregnant woman from Colorado drank two tablespoons of pennyroyal and
died.
Although Roman culture allowed for abortion, the spread of Christianity
began to change the culture. In 211 A.D. emperors Septimius Severus and
Caracalla banned abortion as infringing on parental rights. Temporary exile
was the punishment (as the inﬂuence of Stocisim did not view the baby as a
10

person and therefore not homicide).
In contrast to the culture around them, the new Christians shunned abortion.
The Didache (c. 150A.D.) says, “Do not murder a child by abortion or kill
a new-born infant”.

Abortion in England and America
Advances in the ﬁelds of surgery, anesthesia and sanitation in the 19th
century, along with Victorian morality made abortion (in the Englishspeaking world) illegal. In 1803, the Malicious Shooting or Stabbing Act
stated that it was an offense for anyone to perform or cause an abortion.
The punishment for performing a “post-quickening” abortion was the
death penalty. The law was later changed (1828 and 1837) to remove the
distinction between a late or early pregnancy.
In America in 1800’s there was little regulation regarding abortion. The
laws that did exist were based on English common law which allowed
for pre-quickening abortions to be a misdemeanor (but those cases were
harder to prosecute as only the mother knew when quickening happened).
By the 1860’s abortion services were available in New Orleans, New York,
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Chicago, with estimates of one abortion for every
4 live births.
In
industrialized
England,
“backstreet abortionists” were fairly
common, although their efforts
could prove fatal. In 1914, by one
estimate, 100,000 women made
efforts to procure a miscarriage
(usually by drugs).
By the late 1800’s and early
1900’s many pills and drugs were
marketed as laxatives or women
who were “delayed“, but they were
really abortifacients. Drugs such as
Beecham’s Pills, Molex Pills and
Cote pills.
The “Roaring Twenties” saw the rise
of birth control and it is within that
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context that abortion was pushed to be legalized. Women like Marie Stopes,
Margaret Sanger and Stella Brown pushed for abortion for “the working
woman” while women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony
fought against it. Feminists wanted to take their sexual lives into their own
hands, which continued after WWII and into the 1960’s.

The Sexual Revolution
Modern, legal abortion has its roots in the Sexual Revolution of the 1960’s.
Taking it’s cue from the sexually-deviant “science” experiments from Alfred
Kinsey (the bi-sexual pedophile), the Hippie Generation grew up being
brainwashed about sex. Contrary to popular belief, the Sexual Revolution
was not a bloodless revolution. Like most revolutions in history, much blood
had to be spilled for the philosophy of sex to ﬁnally take control. Think of
the French Revolution or the American revolution. . . blood has always been
spilled in revolutions. The Sexual Revolution was no different as 60 million
lives have been snuffed out in the wake of America’s “sexual awakening”.
The Sexual Revolution of the 1960’s did not make us free. It created the
impetus for abortion on demand. Roe v. Wade rode on the coattails of the
Sexual Revolution. In short, Roe v. Wade was the culmination of the Sexual
Revolution, meaning sex could ﬁnally be “without consequences”.
The Hippies that lead the Sexual
Revolution preached “Make Love,
Not War”. It’s ironic, that those same
hippies waged the greatest war ever
in the history of the world against
Pre-Born children. They were all
about “peace”. But the peace that
these sexually promiscuous hippies
wanted was just their own “peace”.
They could care less about the peace
of those in the womb. They didn’t
care about how their free-loving
lifestyle would affect the morals for
generations to come. They didn’t
need the Bible anymore and they
didn’t need prayer in the schools.
And, they for sure did not need the
Church in their sex lives.
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Once the dust settled from
the Sexual Revolution,
there was a huge vacuum.
The four generations after
the 60’s have been looking
for answers ever since.
When a group of radicals
throw out every tradition,
moral and institution that
has worked for the last
6,000 years, well, society
tends to have to reinvent
the wheel. Society tends to
have to answer all of life’s
questions from scratch:
what is a man, what is a woman, what is marriage, what is education, what is
life, what is work, what is purpose? And, now we can see the answers these
hippies have come up with: bisexuality, transgender, homosexual marriage,
and of course, abortion on demand. Revolutions don’t happen in a vacuum;
they affect generations to come.
And that is where we are now, a sexually-deviant culture. Sex drives
the economy. Sex drives Hollywood. Sex drives our advertising and the
conversation on the sidewalk. It drives our healthcare and our taxes. It drives
politics. It even drives our churches and our pulpits (count how many times
pastors use the word “sex” in a sermon). Sex is all the rage.
The Sexual Revolution tossed all those “old Victorian morals” and those
“old-fashioned Christian ideas” out the window and replaced it with a pile
of dead babies. Any philosophy that results in dead babies is not a good
philosophy (even if its motto is “Make Love and Not War”).

The Word “Choice”
Choice is the keyword of the Pro-Choice movement. What is wrong with
Choice? Well, nothing if peoples’ choices are honoring to God. But, Choice,
in their mind is just a synonym for “freedom”. Yes, it’s freedom that they
really want: freedom to fornicate with whomever they want, whenever they
want, with zero consequences. They want the freedom to sleep around, while
still pursuing their careers, with no babies around to cause any disruption
in their lives. They want the freedom to be selﬁsh and unloving and live in
their own bubble. Babies, the consequences of loose living, are evil in their
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eyes, because it takes away their freedoms. Therefore that “evil” must be
stomped out quickly.
Now, America is all about choices and rights. I’m all for choices and rights
for everyone (as long as those choices are glorifying to God). Is murdering
your unplanned baby glorifying to God? Of course not; therefore, that is
a right I cannot support. Does that “freedom” take away anyone else’s
freedom. Of course it does; it takes away the baby’s right to life. Therefore,
I cannot support that “freedom”.
Any choice that points away from God (and His Created Order) really isn’t
a choice. I mean, technically it is a choice to go away from God’s design
for mankind, but it’s more like a vote for death. Do Americans want their
choices to exhibit death or life?
Pro-Choicers say they want to be free. They bemoan the fact that they “aren’t
free”. They want their bodies to be free and to be in control. So, I say:
control your own body before you get pregnant! Don’t take “control” after
the fact! Do people want to know how they can achieve the most control
over their body and the most freedom? It’s called abstinence. It will give
people the most control ever imaginable. It’s quite simple: keep your choice
in your pants and you will have a world of freedom.
Pro-Choicers
want
everyone to justify their
sin by calling it “choice”,
but could care less about
the choice of the Pre-Born.
The Pre-Born babies want
to be born (if they could
talk they would say that
very thing). My question
is: when does their choice
get to be realized? When
do their rights kick in?
They never will because
Pro-Choicers have ﬂipped
the baby from being the victim to the licentious mother being the victim. So,
because the mother is the victim (and not the baby), babies are fair game.
But, I ask you: what did the baby do to deserve being murdered? What about
the baby’s Choice to live? What about the baby’s freedom? I am all about
Choice and Freedoms—especially for the Pre-Born. Any assassin-for-hire
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has a “right” to take someone else’s life, but is it really a “right”? Same two
questions: 1) Is assassinating someone glorifying to God (no) and 2) does it
take away the right of anyone else (yes). So, we can see that anyone can call
something a “right” or a “choice”, but in the eyes of God it really is not so.
The problem with having choices in a relativistic culture is that one choice
is just as good as another: carrots or broccoli, pizza or hamburgers, pie or
cake, etc. But when it comes to abortion, it isn’t a buffet. It isn’t based on
people’s personal preferences and tastes. There is a wrong side and a right
side to this moral issue called abortion. A life is being taken. A heartbeat is
being stopped. A brain’s waves are ended. This isn’t a “my-favorite-ﬂavoris-chocolate-What’s-your-ﬂavor?” kind of issue. This is a life being snuffed
out.
Choice in the real world
deals with real moral
scenarios. Only in the
Pro-Choicer’s world is
the world “free” from
absolutes. Reality check:
there is absolute right and
wrong. There is real good
and evil. That is the real
world. Laws, morality
and the preserving of life
all fall under this world of
absolutes. Supreme Court
notwithstanding, there is
still a moral right and wrong. Absolutes are things that exist regardless of
what choice is made. Abortion isn’t like going to buy a car, or buying a
home, or deciding what to wear for the day. Abortion isn’t like visiting a
buffet and deciding what food to stuff your face with (or not). Abortion is
a moral issue, much like the Holocaust or American slavery in the 1860’s.
See, absolutes exist and govern in any moral scenario whether the choice
for life or death is made.

The Word “Freedom”
Another word Pro-Choicers love to use is Freedom. “Freedom” is a synonym
for “control”. Loose women want control over their lives and no 8lb. baby is
going to stand in their way. How sad that little babies–precious babies–have
a target on their back because they have come in direct conﬂict with selﬁsh,
15

prideful women who want money, sex, power and control.
Freedom has become a god, an idol to worship, regardless if that freedom
hurts anyone else. America is all about “my dreams”, “my wishes”, “what
I want” so much that she is willing to murder her Pre-Born children in the
womb.
Freedom, in America,
means, “I can’t criticize
you and you can’t criticize
me”. Pro-Choicers, in fact,
have a motto: “Keep Your
Laws Off My Body!”
That phrase is essentially
a call for anarchy. It is a
call for relativity. “What
I do is right for me and
what you do is right for
you”. It is an appeal to
be neutral; to not care. It
means that they follow no
absolute (and neither should you.) Judging one’s actions is condemned by
Pro-Choicers. To even call abortion “murder” in this essay is a judgment
call. And, according to the world, I cannot make a judgment call like that.
But, unlike the world, I have a standard that I judge by; a perfect rule and
absolute standard that never changes: God’s Word.
The government, likewise, gives these control-hungry women power
because abortion services make many people rich. But, here’s the problem:
freedoms, if they aren’t true freedoms in God’s eyes, are simply sin. The
Pro-Choice movement worships sin and wants everyone else to worship it,
too. Control is so important to them that they must devalue the life of the
Pre-Born. But, the devaluing of life–at all ages–is the devaluing of life all
across the board. No one is safe. Everyone has the cross-hairs on them. If
the government throws babies under the bus, do you think they’ll stop short
of mentally-retarded, elderly, toddlers or you?
Freedom has been deceptively chosen as the word to mask their true
intentions. True freedom, as designed by God is meant to: 1) love God and 2)
love your neighbor. Is Pro-Choice a true freedom that does either of those?
Of course not. But when Americans hears the word freedom in any political
movement, they get all starry-eyed and never think that this “freedom” will
hurt anyone else. But don’t forget: Babies have rights, too.
16

Pro-Choice and having “the right to choose” are freedoms touted in this
country. However, a “right” can never be a right, if it takes away the true
rights of others. If a freedom is given to one person, by only taking it away
from another, then it is not a true freedom. It is a selﬁsh, evil power-grab
that only beneﬁts the one wielding the sword. (The “sword” in this case
is prison for any Pro-lifer who seeks to stop this atrocity). If a freedom is
given to women by only taking it from their Pre-Born babies, then it will
never be a true freedom.

The Pro-Choice Mentality
American women have been groomed and brainwashed to desire to be as
“free” as men. They’ve been told that they should not be “bogged down” by
any children; that they should pursue their own career and their own lives.
If that’s what Pro-Choicers call freedom, then that is pretty pathetic. Women
weren’t designed to be providers and protectors of their home; the husband
is. To go against God’s design is never freedom. He designed women to
bear and raise children. Millions of women, who stay home and raise their
children are fulﬁlling God’s design in their lives.
Not
being
“bogged
down”, though,is really
linked to “Reproductive
Freedom” – a phrase the
Pro-Choicers love to use.
However, this phrase,
Reproductive Freedom,
assumes that women
want to become mothers
(hence the adjective,
“reproductive”). How is
motherhood not in the
picture when reproducing
is? You can’t have your
reproductive freedom cake and eat it, too. Reproductive freedom is really
like a buffet for Pro-Choicers: “I’ll sleep with this man, this man, not that
man, this man, maybe that one, and that man down the street, etc.” That’s
the harlot mentality: to sleep around and expect not to get pregnant.
I think if you will engage with any Pro-Choice woman and get to the heart
of the issue why she is Pro-Choice, at the center of her opinion will be a
17

heart of immorality. The Pro-Choicer’s sole goal in life is not to be tied
down by any wedding vows, but to be able to fornicate with whomever she
wants. By having sex, a woman has already chosen to be a mother (if she
gets pregnant). She has already made a conscious decision to mother a child.
One can’t claim that “the baby was unexpected” when a woman is being
sexually active. Nor, can one “de-mother” herself after she’s conceived.
Pro-Choicers can’t stand on both sides of the fence (though they try).
However, if a woman
is concerned about her
body’s freedom (and not
getting pregnant), then
she should stay abstinent.
If she is truly concerned
about her “reproductive
right” then she she
shouldn’t be sexually
active. If she is afraid of
having a baby, then don’t
be having sex. It’s very
simple. No sex, no baby.
If a woman is chaste,
she will not be a conduit for a baby; she will, by deﬁnition, be free from
children.
It should be obvious by now that what Pro-Choicers want is one thing:
power. They want control. And if they can’t take control, they will rip it
out of the hands of the holder (even if that means taking their own baby’s
life). Freedom is worth ﬁghting for–even if it means murdering their own
offspring. But it’s easy (and selﬁsh) to be Pro-Choice when you’re the one
outside the womb.
If you are reading this and you are a Pro-Choicer, I’m not here to insult
you. I just want you to listen to the other side, rather than just parroting the
arguments of your position. I appeal to nature: does nature bloom with life
or choice? Answer: it blooms with life. Tons of it. Trees and plants produce
more seed than could ever be used in an area–but nevertheless it produces
abundantly. Likewise, animals do the same thing. Mankind does the same
thing. Reproduction is God’s way of showing His life to the world. It is
natural. It is organic. It is right and good to reproduce.
In the following pages, I want to examine some of the lies the Pro-Choice
movement has come up with over the years, but also give evidence from the
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Bible that God’s way is the best way to live life.

Lie #1: Irresponsible Sex Always Leads to Unwanted
Pregnancies
Pro-Choicers would have the world believe that, without exception,
“irresponsible sex leads to unwanted pregnancies”. Is this true? Does every
woman who has irresponsible sex not want her baby? Truth be told, some
women, though they were irresponsible and didn’t plan for a baby, do wind
up keeping their baby.
How do Pro-Choicers know that all women don’t want to keep their babies?
The Pro-Choicers are not omnipotent. There are millions of women, who
want to keep their baby, though they made poor choices. There are even
thousands of women who have been raped who have chosen to keep their
baby. These women are heroes. But the Pro-Choicers only focus on the
women who don’t want their babies (from irresponsible sex) and turn the
“minorities” into the “majority” to bolster their cause.
Here’s the other thing: Pro-Choicers actually proliferate irresponsible sex
by offering free birth control. So, by keeping women in an “irresponsible
sex” hamster wheel, they will eventually get pregnant at some point and
want an abortion.

Lie #2: An Unplanned Baby is Always An Unwanted
Baby
There is a huge difference between an “unwanted” pregnancy versus an
“unplanned” pregnancy.
Pro-Choicers love to say
that those two things
are the same thing.
Unplanned simply means
the baby wasn’t planned.
So, because the baby
wasn’t planned, does that
mean a woman murders
her baby?
Or, let’s put it another
way, because something
wasn’t planned, does a
19

woman just go to the extreme to try to erase it? For example, a driver cuts a
woman off, on the road. Does the woman write down that person’s license
plate, research where that person lives, drives to their house and shoots
them? Does murder change the fact that she was cut off? No. All she had
before was an act of being cut off. Now she has the act of being cut off and
blood on her hands. Assassinating the other driver doesn’t change the past
and only destroys her future (as she will spend the rest of her life in jail).
Unplanned things happen all the time! Unwanted things happen all the
time! It’s called life. Being not in control simply means you’re living life.
Just because you don’t have control over a situation, does that mean you do
whatever you can to get out of a situation? If a ﬂy lands on your salad, do
you take a sledge hammer
and destroy the ﬂy, the
salad and the table?
Here’s another thing to
consider: are unwanted
pregnancies really all
that unplanned? A man
and woman had sex
together. . . was that
really
“unplanned”?
“Unplanned pregnancy” is
an oxy-moron. If a couple
is having sex, then all
pregnancies are planned.
If a couple is having sex,
all babies are welcome. But the world doesn’t see it that way. The world
wants all couples to have sex with no consequences.
Here’s some Biology 101: Sex leads to babies. Sex shouldn’t lead to murder.
How can an act of love between a man and woman lead to an act of taking a
baby’s life? That just doesn’t make sense. Having an unplanned pregnancy
(or even an unwanted pregnancy) doesn’t justify the murder of an innocent
baby.

Lie #3: Just A Blob of Tissue
The scientist Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919) formulated the now-debunked
evolutionary theory of Recapitulation. This former theory is a joke to
the scientiﬁc community, both secular and Christian. It has been well
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documented and proven scientiﬁcally that the beginning of a zygote is
fully human; not a ﬁsh or a pig or a bird. Ontogony does not recapitulate
phylogeny. When an egg and sperm meet it is fully human. What develops
inside of a mother’s womb is not an animal (and certainly does not retrace
its evolutionary family tree).
Scientists now believe that what is inside a mother’s womb is fully human,
but there is a common phrase used among Pro-Choicers to steer away from
that and to call it a blob. The phrase is: “Just a Blob of Tissue”. I brieﬂy
want to deconstruct this phrase:
Just—Commonplace, generalized, irrelevant. By saying “just” it puts in
the category of “we don’t need this thing. It’s something small and
insigniﬁcant. But is that true?
Blob—Amorphous, not human. Blob has to be the word of choice here. A
blob is nothing. It is less than nothing. It is without shape, not alive
and can certainly be done away with like a booger or a piece of
feces, right? But is that true?
Tissue—Not alive, human-esque. But is that true? Does tissue have
heartbeats and brainwaves?
All the words in this phrase are meant to denigrate the fact that it is a living
baby and twist people’s logic into thinking it is an insigniﬁcant, irrelevant,
useless, commonplace thing that is not human. “Just a Blob of Tissue”
equals “This insigniﬁcant, amorphous, non-alive, non-human tissue-blob
can be done away with and no one would ever miss it”. That is the real
translation of this phrase.
Scientiﬁc facts, however,
stand in utter contrast to
what the Pro-Choicers
want to believe. From
the very beginning of
a fertilized egg comes
a unique human life. A
short review of life in the
womb may help remind
us how unique we are:
• Day 1 – Fertilization; all
human chromosomes
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are present; unique human life begins
• Day 6 – Embryo begins implanting in the uterus
• Day 22 – Heart begins to beat with the child’s own blood, often a different
type than the mother’s
• Week 5 – Eyes, legs, hands begin to develop
• Week 6 – Brain waves detectable; mouth, lips present; ﬁngernails
forming
• Week 7 – Eyelids, toes form; nose distinct, baby kicking and swimming
• Week 8 – Every organ in place; bones begin to replace cartilage, ﬁngerprints
begin to form
• Weeks 9 to 10 - Teeth begin to form, ﬁngernails develop; baby can turn
head, frown
• Week 11 – Baby can grasp objects placed in hand; all organ systems
functioning; the baby has ﬁngerprints, a skeletal structure, nerves, and
circulation
• Week 12 – Baby has all of the part necessary to experience pain, including
the nerves, spinal cord and thalamus;
the baby is nearing the end of the
ﬁrst trimester
Here’s the truth: Science can’t even
make a blob of tissue. So, even if
there was only a blob in the womb,
why get rid of it, since Science can’t
create one from scratch? It’s not a
blob and it is certainly alive. There
is life inside the womb—human
life—as any pregnant mother knows.
No pregnant mother ever says,
“We’re having a blob!” No– when
she ﬁnds out that she’s pregnant;
it’s weighty. It’s a huge revelation.
And, because of the hugeness of
being pregnant, many women start
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making preparations for the baby (painting the baby room, etc.) Other
mothers, unfortunately, start making preparations to remove the baby from
the womb. But, if it what was inside her womb was really a “blob of tissue”
it wouldn’t be a weighty decision. Pregnant women wouldn’t be in distress.
There wouldn’t be such a huge decision to hurry up and “get it done and
over with”. Proverbs 1:16 says, “For their feet run to evil, and make haste
to shed blood.”
Science knows that what is inside the womb is a baby; they know it is not
a blob. Today’s technology, like 4-D ultrasounds, conﬁrm that it is a baby.
Pregnant women know that it is a baby, too. So, both science and pregnant
women (and plain ol’ logic) know that what is inside the womb is a baby.
So why does the myth,
“It’s Just a Blob of
Tissue” persist? I think
this is the only thing the
Pro-Choicers have in their
arsenal: just a ﬂat-out lie.
They have to say that the
design and shape of the
baby in the ultrasounds
is really not a baby at all.
They have to go out of
their way to make God’s
design of a baby, well,
commonplace.
They
believe that anyone can get pregnant anywhere, anytime. Pregnancy is “so
common” (that’s why they want to push birth control), that by doing an
abortion this time, it won’t ruin your chances for “when you are ready”. The
truth is that many women can never be pregnant. Also, there are thousands
of miscarriages that happen in America. Pregnancy is not common. Having
a baby is truly a miracle. But they have to take away the miracle-ness of
pregnancy to give the aborting mother some comfort. I think this myth is
the only justiﬁcation aborting mothers have. It is the only thing they can tell
themselves to take away the guilt for what they are about to do.
If “that thing inside the womb” is such a small, insigniﬁcant thing, then why
not keep it? What harm is there in keeping it? If there was one hornet ﬂying
around your backdoor, that’s not a big deal but a whole hornet’s nest, sure,
get rid of them. Why the urgency in getting rid of a small, insigniﬁcant thing
in your body? Is it because women know what it is? What it will become?
Do they think the sooner they smash the baby, the sooner they can forget
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that the baby existed?
In 1989, then -president of Planned Parenthood Faye Wattleton was quoted
as saying, “Women are not stupid. . . women have always known that there
was a life in there.” That is true. There is life inside the womb, as opposed
to the myth of a lifeless blob.

Lie #4: We Stop the Abuse
Another assumption that Pro-Choicers would love to tout as fact is: “an
unwanted child being born, will grow up in a home full abuse”. Really?
Does every unplanned birth lead to an unwanted child? Is every unwanted
child born in poverty and abusive situations? Of course not.
There are millions of
unplanned children who
are wanted; there are
millions of unwanted
children that grow up in
middle-class homes. How
do Pro-Choicers know
that every unwanted child
will grow up in an abusestricken home? Can they
tell the future with their
crystal ball? Maybe the
liberal grew up in an
abusive home and are
projecting on everyone else, but not every home is abuse-stricken.
You don’t end abuse by killing the Pre-Born. You only proliferate it. ProChoicers love to pretend that they are out for childrens’ best interest when in
fact, they are just out for their own sick, monetary goals. You don’t protect
children (from being abused) by murdering them. I’m sorry to state the
obvious, but murder isn’t protection.

Lie #5: Poverty Will End
Pro-Choicers use arguments of the “poor family” or the “poor unplanning
couple” to bolster their arguments against the life of the child. Does the lack
of planning your “perfect family” supersede the value of a life? Does the
possession of money (or lack thereof) decide for Americans whether they
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will kill an innocent child or not?
There are plenty of rich people who
could have provided for their children
everything (materialistically), who
still have decided to kill their PreBorn babies. And, on the other hand,
there are plenty of unwed, povertystricken mothers who have decided
to birth their babies into poverty.
We live in a society that says money
and material possessions decide
peoples’ morals for them. But, in
reality, morals come from God and
they are irrevocable. Money is a
poor excuse to murder a baby in the
womb. Choice is a lame justiﬁcation
for killing an unwanted Pre-Born child. There is right and wrong apart from
money, material possessions and concepts of freedom. To murder, in God’s
eyes, is never justiﬁed. Exodus 20:13 says, “Thou shalt not kill.” The ProChoicers would love to change God’s words to: “Thou shalt kill when it is
convenient for you.”
The word, love, is used a lot in the justiﬁcation of abortion. For example,
it’s out of “love” that women want to abort because they “don’t want their
child growing up in a poor home.” It is also out of “love” that the child
would want the Pro-Choicer to be happy, wouldn’t he? It is insane to call
abortion “out of love”. It’s like describing Jeffrey Dahmer’s murders as
being done “out of love”.
Poverty-stricken people aren’t the only people who allegedly get abortions.
For example, did you know that Marilyn Monroe had at lease 12 abortions
by her late-twenties (according to author Norman Mailer). In addition,
Lucille Ball, Judy Garland and Whoopi Goldberg all aborted their own
children. Ava Gardner reportedly aborted two of Frank Sinatra’s children.
Likewise, many reports (such as those from Judith Campbell Exner and
Mimi Alford) show that JFK fathered many children that he later aborted
(illegally, I might add as legal abortion didn’t exist yet). So much for the
poor, outcast and destitute wanting abortions. Abortion is a convenience for
selﬁsh people of all classes: whether rich or poor, black or white, famous
or unknown.
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Lie #6: Human Life Only Begins at Birth
You are alive when you are born, but that doesn’t mean that life started when
you were born. In fact, the start of “being human” is at conception. Humanity
doesn’t start outside of the womb; it starts in the womb. Just because you
can’t see that person inside a womb, doesn’t make that person any less
human. A fertilized egg is a living human being. And if that fertilized egg
is taken off the uterine wall or disrupted or destroyed, a murder has taken
place.
Scientiﬁcally speaking, an embryo is fully human; not a ﬁsh or a reptile,
but fully human. There is no evolutionary stages the embryo goes through
before becoming human. Just because you can’t hear the scream of the baby
being murdered in the womb, doesn’t make it any less heinous of a crime.
Human life is designed by God; no
one has the right to take that life
away. Men and women don’t create
babies; they are just the conduits
for babies. God creates babies. He
creates life. Job 33:4 says, “The
spirit of God hath made me, and the
breath of the Almighty hath given
me life.” No one has any right to
destroy the gift that God gives.
What will that embryo become if
given 10 months? A perfectly healthy
baby. Why would a mother step into
that 10-month timeline–say at 2 or
3 months and terminate that baby
from existence? A perfectly healthy
baby would have emerged in 6 or 7
months. Was that too much for the
abortive mother to handle? That is just sick. Any mother who is a murderer
would not have made a good mother anyways. But not being able to “be a
good mother” is a poor excuse to murder her own child.

Lie #7: Abortion is Just Birth Control
Calling anything that stops a birth from happening “birth control” is really
a term to calm the consciences of people. It’s a lesser term (rather than
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murder) that doesn’t sound so harsh.
But, to call abortion “birth control”
is like saying an assassin uses birth
control (i.e. bullets). Yes, the bullets
take the victim’s life (and all the
victim’s future babies) but are
bullets really to be considered “birth
control”? Likewise, is abortion to be
considered birth control?
What most people think is “birth
control” really is conception control
(i.e. diaphragms, condoms, and
any other non-abortive conception
control methods). Abortion, in a
technical sense, is birth control but
only because it “controls” a baby
from being born, by murdering the
baby. Abortion is to be considered “controlled birthing” rather than birth
control.
Abortion was never about conception control, because if it was, then women
would have pleaded (or would have taken upon themselves) to castrate their
husbands/boyfriends. But they never will. Women and men want all the
pleasures of sexual intercourse without the “inconvenience” of a new baby
in their lives. But, couples can’t have their cake and eat it too! You can’t
have the pleasures of sex and not accept the beautiful end-result of that. The
baby is a beautiful result of sexual intercourse—God designed it that way!
Abortion (and all abortive contraception) steps in where God says “This is
good” and says, “This is bad. I must stop this now”.
Pro-Choicers love to muddy the waters with calling abortion “birth control”.
Couples think that it is just like any other non-abortive conception control
method). But it is not. (Later on in this book, I’ll talk more about the details
of abortion procedures). It isn’t conception control. To label abortion as
birth control is like labeling a child molester as an “Appreciator of Children”
or a Pornography Addict as “He values women.” A molester “appreciates”
children to death and a porn-addict “values” women to death. Likewise,
abortion controls a birth to death.
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Lie #8: Pregnant Women Have Control
Pregnant women have been told the lie that they can have control over every
aspect of their lives: including when, where, and how they get pregnant.
The truth is no one on this planet has control over their lives. God is the One
in control; not you. And, it’s a good thing He is in control, because when
women do get control over their lives (like being pregnant) they just hurt
everyone around them.
In America, we’ve seen what happens when aborting women have control
over their lives: 60 million murdered babies. That is the fruit of women
having control over their lives.
American women like to
think of themselves as
so independent and that
they don’t need anyone
or anything. But is that
true? How many women
are addicted to nicotine or
alcohol? How many are
drug-users? The things a
woman worships can be
seen in the excuses she
uses to justify killing her
own baby in the womb.
Things like freedom,
ﬁnances, control, choice, sexual license, abdication of responsibility, etc.
are all gods to this woman. These are the idols in a woman’s heart. These
are the idols that control her decisions. These are the gods that she serves
but will never be satisﬁed from.
The truth is, pregnant women don’t have control over their lives and
abortion is not going to give her more control. In fact, the moment a woman
terminates the life of her own offspring is the moment her whole life will
unravel. She will never go back to “normal”. Everything will be tainted
by that one bad decision. Do you know how many marriages end because
of abortion? Do you know how many women turn to drugs and alcohol
to numb the pain, after abortion? Do you know how many women suffer
depression and commit suicide after having an abortion? The number is
probably in the millions.
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Abortion doesn’t just take the life of the baby; it takes the life of the mother.
Abortion doesn’t happen in a vacuum; it affects everyone around the mother
(but especially the mother). That is quite the opposite of “having control”.

Lie #9: It’s My Body and My Uterus
It’s your uterus and your body. I get it. It’s none of my business. . . that is,
until your uterus becomes a murder room. When it becomes a place where
innocent lives are taken, it is my business in your uterus. Why? Because
it’s my taxes in your uterus. Get the abortion doctor out of your uterus and
you will see that your uterus will remain private. If an innocent life is being
taken–wherever it its– it is every Christian’s duty to stick their nose into the
darkest alley or darkest uterus to stop it.
Life isn’t designed to be created and then destroyed. Lives aren’t to be
discarded wholesale like trash. Life is the most precious commodity on this
planet; even more so than air or water. A baby is a separate entity than
the mother; that’s why there are two blood types, two heartbeats, two
brainwaves. We’re not talking about a uterus; we’re talking about what’s
inside that uterus.
“My Body, My Choice” is another
phrase that Pro-Choicers use.
That’s ﬁne when it comes to blood
transfusions, gorging yourself on
chocolate, getting drunk, exercising
and a million other things you can do
in life. The problem is when a third
party is brought into your choice,
namely a baby. That’s why ProLifers have to get into Pro-Choicers
business. That’s when righteous
people have to stand up and say,
This isn’t right! Good people have
a right and duty to get into people’s
lives, if they are destroying lives.
Pro-Choicers can’t destroy innocent
human beings and expect the rest of
the world to just shut up. It wasn’t
Corrie Ten Booms’ business to rescue Jews from the Nazis, either. But she
did it anyway and she was a true hero. It’s not about “who’s business it
is”; it’s a matter of right and wrong. It’s a matter of stopping the evil from
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continuing.
It’s ironic to me that Pro-Choicers will complain and say that they “don’t
want the Church in their uterus”. So, let me get this straight: every man in
town is allowed in there, every politician, every tax dollar, every abortion
doctor; just anyone besides the Church? Guess what: the moment a baby is
in your uterus, or my tax dollars or an abortion doctor– it is my business. As
a fellow human and a Christian, I have to save any human life–wherever it is.
If a fellow human is taking a human life, it is my job (and every Christian’s
job) to step in between those two humans and save the one human from
being murdered. The hammer has to fall on me. I have to take the bullet; I
take the knife. I have to be a mediator–just like Jesus did for me.

Lie #10: Sex Without Consequences
Irresponsible Sex is, in fact, taught by the Pro-Choicers, as sort of a future
business scheme. Planned Parenthood gives out free birth control. Why?
Because they get people hooked on the idea of “sex without consequences”.
They get couples used to the idea of being in control. But, there’s another
devious reason why they give out free birth control: they know that birth
control is not full-proof and will fail at some point. When it fails, Planned
Parenthood is there to help keep that person in control of their licentious
living by offering another service: abortion.
Pro-Choicers love to tout
responsibility. But “being
responsible”, in their
minds, means using birth
control (and abortion if
necessary) to keep a grip
on your sex-life. Sexual
passion and “living for
the moment” is way
more important than
being responsible, right?
The truth is, immoral
living can never be
“responsible”. If a woman
is sleeping around, no amount of conception control is going to make her
“responsible”. Responsibility within licentious living is impossible.
But, Pro-Choicers push the lie anyway that women can live sexually-immoral
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lives and still be in control of when they want their baby. Pro-Choicers say
that birth control is a win-win for couples: they get the enjoyment of sex and
they don’t have to show love to any babies. Birth control works—until it
doesn’t. And when it doesn’t, Planned Parenthood is there with open arms.
What does it take for a mother to
kill a creature that is connected
to her and has 23 of her own
chromosomes? Or (if the father is
pushing for the abortion) what does
it take for a father to push for the
murder of his own offspring (which
has 23 of his chromosomes). How
can this couple not care about their
own child breathing and living? Do
they not care that they won’t have
a new generation following in their
line? This couple has no perspective
of the future; only selﬁshness for
the present. A self-centered life
only leads to nothing and then one
day they will die and leave no one
behind.
There are major, life-altering consequences for the abortive mother or the
abortive father. The guilt and shame mothers go through from abortion is
just agonizing. Post-abortion counseling helps a little, but only with God’s
help can guilt be worked through.
What Pro-Choicers don’t tell you is aborting your baby will throw your life
into a tale-spin that you will never recover from. There’s no such thing as
“sex without consequences” or “abortion without consequences”. Galatians
6:7 says, “Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap.”
I would suggest not living a sexually immoral life. I would suggest not
having sex until you ﬁnd the love of your life. I would suggest living
according to the Bible rather than your own ﬂeeting feelings. That is true
responsibility. That seems simpler and less guilty than having to abort your
Pre-Born baby.
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Lie #11: We Help the Rape Victim
What about the woman who is raped and gets pregnant?” the Pro-Choicers
will scream. For all those who think abortion is the answer to such a difﬁcult
situation, here are a few facts for you to consider:
• Pregnancy occurs in 0 to 2.2% of rape victims
• Most rape victims who become pregnant want to keep their babies
• The pressure to abort often comes from someone else; not the rape victim
• Of all the abortions performed in America, fewer than 1% are because of
rape
The attack of the baby’s body in the womb is never the answer to the attack
of a woman’s body in the world. Tell me, what sins did this baby commit
do deserve such a horriﬁc death? Two wrongs don’t make a right. Both the
baby and the woman need to be loved. Violence to a baby will never take
away the violence of rape in a woman’s life.
Any woman who is raped
and then aborts her baby,
is just like her rapist.
Why? Because the rapist
hurt a person weaker than
him and the mother hurts
the person weaker than her
(the baby). But here’s the
clincher: the rapist didn’t
take the life of his victim;
the abortive mother did. A
murderer is worse than a
rapist.
Pro-Choicers would have
the end of every rape story
as a baby being murdered. How is that right? How is that to take away the
guilt and shame of being raped? How does piling on more guilt and shame
(from abortion) a help to that mother? Pro-Choicers don’t care about any
woman who has been raped. They only care about aborting babies; as if that
will end the mother’s hurt.
A rape victim needs counseling and a support group and a church. She needs
to be shown love and how to forgive. She needs God to show her how to
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move on with her life. She does not need blood on her hands to help her with
the grieving process.

Lie #12: We Stop the Pain
For Pro-Choicers, abortion is not the murder of a human being; it’s a mercy.
Pro-Choicers actually believe that it is a “mercy” to terminate a baby before
they even get a chance at life. It is the same philosophy behind euthanasia
(i.e. it is a “mercy” to end suffering and pain in the life of an individual;
therefore, they terminate the individual).
Question: Is the only way to end pain and suffering in the world is to take
peoples’ lives from them? Answer: it is not. That’s the kind of sick reasoning
a serial killer uses to
continue
murdering
his victims. Is that the
“mercy” that people like
to show others? The truth
is, there are numerous
other ways to ﬁght pain
and suffering without
resorting to murdering
other humans!
Consider this illustration:
a man is driving down the
freeway and gets into a
serious head-on collision.
His head crashed through
the windshield and shards of glass embedded themselves into his skull. He
was, however, still alive in the hospital. Rather than suffer through the pain
and the surgeries of face-reconstruction, what if he decided to decapitate
himself to relieve his pain? Would that be better than actually going through
the surgeries and enduring all the pain that would go with it? I think not. But,
according to Pro-Choicers, that is the best thing he could do. Pro-Choicers
say: “When you’re in pain, stop it at all costs!”, “Before a baby comes into
an abusive and poverty stricken world: kill it off”, “Before your loved one
dies of cancer, kill him off!”
These are philosophies of death; not life. Pro-Choicers have it right when
they say “Pain and suffering is wrong”. But they get it wrong when they
kill the very individual that they are supposed to be having sympathy for.
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Christians, too, agree that pain and suffering are wrong. But we are not
willing to sniper people in the head to protect them from the evils of the
world.
And, by the way, are Pro-Choicers really that naïve to think that they are
really going to stop pain and suffering in the world for people? News ﬂash:
this side of Genesis 3 (which Pro-Choicers don’t believe really happened)
there will be pain and suffering. Murdering people is not the way to stop
pain and suffering. For example, every Pro-Choicer has pain and suffering
in their own lives—so, should they all just put a bullet in their mouth?
Mankind is the problem for all the sin we see. We have it in us (yes, even
the Pro-Choicers) to sin and hurt others. We are the problem–and so is
everyone else. We are all messed up inside; it’s called sin. And sin causes a
lot of pain and suffering. Humans are so messed up that they try to ﬁx the
problem (a baby out of wedlock) and only compound it by another problem
(murdering the baby). That’s the kind of sin humans deal with. That’s the
kind of “problem solving” humans are good at.

Lie #13: Safe and Legal Healthcare
Another phrase that Pro-Choicers like to use is “Safe Abortions” vs “Unsafe
Abortions”. During the trial of Roe v. Wade this argument was made that
poor girls were going into back alleys and using rusty clothes hangers to
abort their babies. Many
girls died by this type of
unsanitary murder. That’s
why abortion became
legal because America
didn’t want poor, amoral
girls dying in back alleys.
They needed “safe, legal
and guilt-free healthcare”
they reasoned.
First, let me just set the
record straight on “safe”
vs. “unsafe” abortions:
abortions are 100% unsafe
for the baby every time.
Abortion is an invasive operation. It’s never safe for the mother, either. It’s
a great risk to put instruments and bacteria into a woman’s uterus. A woman
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risks infection, bleeding or death
from the procedure.
Second, I’d like to address the
“poor girls in the back alleys” by
asking a question: if a murderer dies
accidentally by trying to commit a
murder is that anyone else’s fault but
his own? It would seem to me that
any drunk driver who accidentally
kills himself in a car wreck is getting
what he deserves. It would seem to
me that any drug user that overdoses
on his own drugs is getting his just
reward. It would seem that any backalley murderer that accidentally falls
on his own knife would be getting
what he deserves.
Maybe girls shouldn’t have been in the back alleys to begin with? People
always reap what they sow. America didn’t want to believe that a girl should
reap what she sows. Through the shrewd arguments of lawyers, America
poured her heart to some theoretical, confused, lost, amoral girl rather
than with the baby in the womb. Somehow America’s sympathy became
a misplaced sympathy. And now, 43 years later, we are still worried about
“safe” vs. “unsafe” abortions, having never taken into account how unsafe
(indeed, deadly) abortions are for the Pre-Born.
On Nov 28, 2015, The CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)
released a summary named “Abortion Surveillance - United States, 2011”.
Within the report are these facts:
• In 2010, a total of 10 women died from legal abortions, but no woman died
from illegal abortion
• Since 1973, there have been 421 deaths from legal abortion and 56 deaths
from illegal abortion
• From 1973 to 2011, death from legal abortions are 7.51 times more likely
to occur than illegal abortions (that is an average of 12. 89 deaths a year.
• From 1973 to 2011, only 86% of all legal abortions can truly be identiﬁed
as a “safe procedures”.
• The last know death from an illegal abortion was in 2004 (or, one death in
every 7 years).
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Abortions aren’t safe. Talk to the family of Lakisha Wilson, Tonya Reaves
or Jennifer Morbelli who all died from botched legal abortions. The back
alleys, with their rusty clothes hangers, are safer by 13%.
And yet the myth that Abortion is healthcare persists. Abortion isn’t
healthcare; it never was. I don’t understand how children, being violently
ripped out of their mother’s wombs, can be considered healthcare. Healthcare
does not equal infanticide. That’ s like calling a terrorist a “health care
provider”.

Lie #14: Government Trumps God
Someone may ask, “Doesn’t a woman have a right to choose to keep her
baby or terminate her baby? Doesn’t the government allow for this?” I
would answer, “Doesn’t God have a right to deﬁne what is right or wrong?
Doesn’t a baby have a right to life?” I wasn’t aware that we could determine
our own morality or the length of someone’s life. That’s the problem living
in a society that doesn’t believe in absolutes they don’t believe the Bible
which says, “We ought to obey God rather than men.”(Acts 5:29b)
God deﬁnes what is right or wrong; not society’s ever-changing fads. In a
country with no absolutes, these are the kind of questions people ask.
Here’s the thing: the person asking this question believes that morality is
a choice that we can either choose to follow or not to follow. But, since
when were moral issues
choices? In moral issues,
there is only one choice:
doing good. If you don’t
do good, you are evil. In
a selﬁsh, materialistic
society, people have to let
blow all morality to the
wind. Why? So that “no
one bothers me and I can
live the way I want to”.
The question of there
being a “choice” is
really missing the point,
though. By putting abortion on the table of “choice”, it automatically takes
the discussion away from a moral issue. But, don’t let that fool you. Pro36

Choicers use words like
“choice” to get people to
believe that it is a choice
and that you have no say
in that “choice” made by
another person. But moral
issues are never a choice.
They are either wrong or
right.
Serial killers also have
a table that they dine at
and on their table is “to
kill someone” or “not
kill someone”. To them
that is a perfectly, normal
choice. To a serial killer, there is no “morality” label attached to any of those
choices; just his feelings in the moment. There is nothing wrong or right
about either of those choices. So, he usually will pick the “to kill someone”.
Serial killers are deﬁnitely Pro-Choice: if they want to kill someone they
can; if they don’t want to, they won’t. Osama Bin Ladin was Pro-Choice,
too.
Adolph Hitler did the same thing. He declared Jews as non-persons and
was able to brainwash almost the entire German people into believing his
way. Once someone is a non-person, then a “choice” is allowed to take
place in a person’s mind: to leave the non-person alone or to kill the nonperson. A choice simply is an excuse to do what you want to do–and in our
case–would be the excuse of killing babies and/or Jews.
If the government says a certain issue is legal, but God (and the Bible) says
that same issue is immoral, who are you to follow: Government or God?
Unfortunately, many people choose to follow Government. Why? Because
the Government is simply a mirror of the people. The Government is the
god that people have made for themselves. It is an institution of authority
that they can worship freely and wholeheartedly agree with (because they
have created the beast). The Government for, by and of the people is simply
an extension of who the people are.
For example, because people in America want to kill their own offspring,
they lobby the Government to make it legal. And, then the Government does
make it legal and puts a stamp of a approval on abortion. “Legality” is thus
attached to abortion and therefore justiﬁes the killing of babies. But, one
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slight problem: just because the Government says something is “legal” does
that mean God agrees with that decision? No. God’s Law never changes. Do
Pro-Choicers think they
can hide behind the White
House on Judgment Day?
Will they point to the
Supreme Court and say,
“They made me do it!”?
Governments
in
all
history have had to make
decisions. They have
made good decisions
and they have made bad
decisions. Given all the
decisions in all human
history it is inevitable that
some of those decisions have aligned with God’s will or not aligned with
God’s will. Legalizing abortion was one of those decisions that did not align
with God’s will. It aligned with man’s will and that’s why baby-murder has
continued for 43 years.
However, just because a political party is the majority power in place doesn’t
make it right. The Third Reich (the Nazis) were the majority political power
in Germany for about a decade. That didn’t mean they were right. They were
murdering innocent people, just like the abortionist down the street. Laws
should never facilitate dead babies. Governments should never sanction the
death of the innocent.
Joshua 24:15 says, “And if it seem evil unto you to serve the LORD, choose
you this day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your fathers
served that were on the other side of the ﬂood, or the gods of the Amorites,
in whose land ye dwell: but as for me and my house, we will serve the
LORD.”

What is Abortion?
In 1984, a short documentary entitled, The Silent Scream, was produced
by American Portrait Films. It featured Dr. Bernard Nathanson, the former
director of NARAL, who later became Pro-life. The ﬁlm (now available on
YouTube) shows a live abortion taking place via the then-new technology
of ultrasound. Following is a description of the ﬁlm:
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“The clip begins with an ultrasound of the fetus (girl) who is about to be
aborted. The girl is moving in the womb; displays a heartbeat of 140 per
minute; and is at times sucking her thumb. As the abortionist’s suction tip
begins to invade the womb, the child rears and moves violently in an attempt
to avoid the instrument. Her mouth is visibly open in a “silent scream.” The
child’s heart rate speeds up dramatically (to 200 beats per minute) as she
senses aggression. She moves violently away in a pathetic attempt to escape
the instrument. The abortionist’s suction tip begins to rip the baby’s limbs
from its body, ultimately leaving only her head in the uterus (too large to be
pulled from the uterus in one piece). The abortionist attempts to crush her
head with his forceps, allowing it to be removed.”
This ﬁlm was inﬂuential in the Pro-Life movement and did much to save
many babies from the slaughterhouse. However, almost 30 years later, we
still have abortion-on-demand in America. Perhaps people don’t realize
what the procedure of abortion really looks at. Perhaps America doesn’t
care what an abortion procedure looks life. Well, it’s time to talk about what
abortion procedures look like.
According to the dictionary, abortion is simply: 1. a medical procedure used
to end a pregnancy and cause the death of the fetus. 2. the termination of
a pregnancy after, accompanied by, resulting in, or closely followed by the
death of the embryo or fetus: as: a) spontaneous expulsion of a human fetus
during the ﬁrst 12 weeks of gestation. b) induced expulsion of a human
fetus. 3. Expulsion of a fetus from the uterus before it can survive on its
own. We are concerned only with the ﬁrst description (as the other ones
don’t apply).
Abortion
is
about
preventing a baby from
breathing the open air.
Abortion stops a baby
from ever seeing the light
of day. Abortion robs a
baby from the joys of
life. Abortion crushes the
freedom of the Pre-Born.
Abortionists go into the
safest place in the world
(the womb) and make it
the unsafest place in the
world. Rather than saying,
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“Welcome to the world, little one”,
babies are, instead, greeted with
a scalpel and hook. For example,
one method of abortion (Dilation
and Curettage) the abortionist uses
forceps to rip the baby’s body apart.
The teeth of the forceps twist and
tear the bones of the Pre-Born child.
This process is repeated until the
fetus is totally dismembered and
removed.
Another procedure (Dilation and
Extraction) is to reach in and grab
the baby’s feet and pull the baby’s
body out except for the head. A pair
of scissors are jammed in the back
of the baby’s head and spread apart
to make a hole in the baby’s skull. The abortionist then inserts a suction
catheter into the skull to suck the baby’s brain out. Once the skull collapses,
forceps are then used to crush the baby’s head and the abortionist pulls the
baby’s body out the rest of the way.
Another abortion method (Saline Amniocentesis) is to inject saline solution
into the amniotic ﬂuid. The baby breathes in, swallows the salt and dies
from salt poisoning, dehydration, brain hemorrhage and convulsions. Taking
nearly an hour to die, the baby’s skin is completely burned, turns red and
deteriorates. The baby is in pain the entire time. The mother goes into labor
24 - 48 hours later and delivers a dead baby.
These are but three procedures that terminate the life of a baby. There are at
least two dozen more procedures. To call abortion anything but murder is to
completely twist and lie about the facts.
Babies are created in the womb and, and are supposed to, at the end of 9
months, come out of the womb and into the light. But babies don’t see the
light anymore. In fact, they are in darkness and die in darkness. Imagine
a 3 month old baby in the womb, perfectly content, growing and healthy.
Then one day, the baby hears a noise. And the noise keeps getting closer
and closer. Suddenly, a powerful suction tube with a sharp cutting edge
(a cannula) is seen coming right for the baby. The suction dismembers the
body of the developing baby and tears the placenta from the wall of the
uterus, sucking the contents into a collection bottle. After this, a curette is
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used to scrape out the uterus for any more parts, and a suction machine goes
through the uterus once again to make sure all parts have been removed.
This vacuum suction is 29 times more powerful than a household vacuum
cleaner. This is a real method of abortion and it is called Suction Aspiration/
Vacuum Curettage. Rather than being welcomed into the world by a loving
mother’s arms, this baby is welcomed into the world with deadly weapon.

Truth #1: Abortion is
Psuedo-Control
So, after reading the above
procedures, my question is: why is
abortion still around today and even
accepted? What have the marketing
teams for Planned Parenthood said
to make abortion palatable to the
American public? Well, for one,
I think they market abortion as
control. Not just birth control, but
career-control, or freedom-control
or it’s-my-life-control. For example,
the life in the womb is but a small
inconvenience that must be crushed
so that the woman can maintain
control of her life. They market
abortion as control, but what they are selling is murder.
It’s ironic: if someone has control, then that means the other people around
that person do not have control. In short, only one person can have control
at a time; in this instance, the control is taken away from the baby in the
womb and given to the mother. The baby’s right to breathe is taken away so
that his mother can have control. The baby’s heart must be stopped so that
his mother can retain control.
Abortion is really not about birth control but is really about career-control,
freedom-control or it’s-my-life-control. Therefore, the life in the womb is but
a small inconvenience that must be crushed so that the woman can maintain
control of her life. Pro-Choicers need to hide this selﬁsh mentality (and to
hero-ize the Pro-Choicer) and therefore use shrewd words and marketing to
do so.

Truth #2: Abortion is Murder
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Despite the marketing
and twisting of facts by
Pro-Choicers, abortion
is still murder. It is not
an “elective procedure”
to help the mother. It is
not even “healthcare”
for women. It is murder.
Much like an assassin
for hire, who sells his
services to people who
want control over their
lives, abortionists do
likewise. They sell a
service to desperate mothers: “Pay our fees and we will take care of any of
your problems–including the problem inside your womb”.
Tell me, in the 1940’s, didn’t Adolf Hitler do the same thing? He deemed
Jewish people as subhuman, and to maintain his idea of peace, he killed 6
million Jews (along with 6 million other people). Hitler was Pro-Choice. He
offered a “procedure” to rid the world of the “Jewish problem”. You see, as
soon as you label someone a “problem”, you open the door to all solutions to
eliminate that “problem”. One author, Konnilyn G. Feig, described Hitler’s
“ﬁnal solution to the Jewish problem”:
“Hitler exterminated the Jews of Europe. But he did not do so alone. The task
was so enormous, complex, time-consuming, and mentally and economically
demanding that it took the best efforts of millions of Germans… All
spheres of life in Germany actively participated: Businessmen, policemen,
bankers, doctors, lawyers, soldiers, railroad and factory workers, chemists,
pharmacists, foremen, production managers, economists, manufacturers,
jewelers, diplomats, civil servants, propagandists, ﬁlm makers and ﬁlm
stars, professors, teachers, politicians, mayors, party members, construction
experts, art dealers, architects, landlords, janitors, truck drivers, clerks,
industrialists, scientists, generals, and even shopkeepers—all were essential
cogs in the machinery that accomplished the ﬁnal solution.”
Abortion, like the Jewish Holocaust, is not the responsibility solely of the
politicians; it’s all Americans who believe in control and choice and living
their lives selﬁshly. Abortion takes the scheming of all selﬁsh Americans to
continue this holocaust.
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Hitler believed in the Darwinist philosophy, “Survival of the Fittest”, which
happens to be the underlying philosophy of the Pro-Choicers. But the thing
is: just because you can kill a baby in the womb doesn’t mean you should.
That’s right: sometimes the ﬁttest aren’t always right. Was Hitler right? Just
because a mother is physically stronger than a baby in the womb doesn’t
give that mother the right to kill her baby. Being “ﬁt” is not a blank check
to kill whoever you want. What does the ﬁt person prove by murdering an
innocent baby? That he is “ﬁtter” than an innocent baby? Wow. Are people
that insecure with themselves as to want to ﬁght a baby in the womb? Given
enough time in the past, you were that baby in the womb. And, given enough
time you will be in a nursing home. At any of those two points does it give
someone else the right to kill you? No.
Another example, in the 1950’s, Josef Stalin, also, deemed that 23 million
of his own Russian/Ukrainian citizens were unﬁt to live (or to be a part of
his grand State) and thus he let them die in a massive famine. In addition,
Mao Tse Tung, also, murdered between 49 million and 78 million of his
own people because they weren’t worth anything to him. Likewise, Leopold
II of Belgium, likewise, murdered 8 million Africans in the Congo, because
making money was more important than a “lower race”.
The killing of a baby in the womb is no different. It essentially says, “My
plan for my life is greater than your right to live. And, I am going to do
whatever I can to stop you from intruding in on my life.”

Truth #3: Abortion is Slavery
Pro-Choicers try to make abortion into a political issue (so they can get it out
from the realm of morality
and religion). This isn’t a
political issue any more
than the Holocaust was a
political issue. Abortion
is a moral issue. When
60 million lives are being
snuffed out, it’s a moral
issue.
Pro-Choicers in the
Southern United States,
about 175 years ago
were also trying to deﬁne
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slavery as a political issue. They would say what Pro-Choicers say today:
“Don’t like Slavery? Then don’t have one.” Pro-Choicers back then didn’t
care about the people they were hurting; nor do they care today. NineteenthCentury Pro-Choicers wanted to keep the slaves (for making money). It’s
ironic, that today, Pro-Choicers do not want to keep their babies (to keep
their freedom).
To say that slavery is only
a political issue is to miss
the point. Slavery (like
today’s sex-slavery) is
about forcing a human
life to do something
he has no control over.
Slavery is about stripping
all freedoms away from
another individual to suit
your own needs. Today,
Americans say the slavery
trade was despicable as it
took the rights and lives
away from millions of black people. But how can Americans look at the
baby in the womb and say that taking that baby’s freedoms away is OK?
The two viewpoints between Pro-Choice and Pro-Life can be reworded as:
Pro-Rights VS. Pro-Life, or Pro-Freedom VS. Pro-Life; Pro-Career VS.
Pro-Children
In addition, Pro-Choicers would like to label Pro-Lifers as Pro-Slavery.
Let’s look at this accusation. Pro-Choicers say Pro-Lifers (what they call
Pro-Slavery) don’t care about the rights of women. Really? Pro-Lifers don’t
want anyone to be enslaved to their sin. Pro-Lifers are against slavery of
any kind—especially for women to be enslaved to their guilty conscience
for the rest of their lives. That is a slavery that can never be erased. ProChoicers are, in fact, Pro-Slavery in that they don’t care what kind of guilt
a woman has to deal with after the abortion. They just want the short-term
beneﬁts of not having to deal with a new, unplanned baby; but they trade in
their short-term beneﬁts for a life-long guilty conscience that says, “I killed
my own baby.” Women are never the same after abortion.
Pro-Choicers seek to label children as a slavery to uphold their “right
to abort”. Are children really a slavery? It’s a joy and a pleasure to have
children. I don’t know what kind of homes these Pro-Choicers grew up in,
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but they know nothing about loving and sacriﬁcing for another. They know
nothing about leading and teaching a child through life so he can grow up
into a responsible, loving adult. Children are not to be considered slavery.
No one should be robbed of their right to have children.

Truth #4: Life is Better Than Death
If you were to have asked
any number of peasants in
Russia under the LeninStalin regime if they
deserved a choice to live
or die, I’m sure they would
have chosen life over
death. If the Jews in the
Auschwitz concentration
camp were asked if they
deserved a choice, they
would have chosen life.
If the blacks on the slave
ships to North America
were offered a choice
between life or death, I’m sure they would have chosen life over death.
The baby in the womb is no different. That baby deserves a choice to live;
a choice to breathe. The baby deserves a vote to live. Just because the baby
can’t speak for himself does not give any one the right to snuff out a weaker
person’s life. The ability to speak for himself has no bearing on his freedom
(or the lack of it). To murder a baby (because he can’t defend himself) is as
ridiculous as murdering:
• Homeless People (because of their poverty)
• Mental Patients (because of their inability to think clearly)
• Handicapped People (because of their non-contribution to society)
• Black People (because of the color of their skin)
• Christians (because of the God they believe in)
• Autistic Children (because they have no real future)
• Elderly People (because their days or numbered)
• Cancer Patients (because they are incurable)
No excuse or justiﬁcation is good enough to allow murdering a baby. Even
if the baby was a “mistake” or “wasn’t planned” or “is useless”, it doesn’t
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matter. What matters is doing what is right.
It should be obvious that life is better than death, but apparently this society
needs to be reminded of this simple truth.

Truth #5: Mislabeling: Calling Evil “Good”
To kill a baby because our
government “allows you to” opens
up the door to murder anyone for any
reason. Think about it: if someone
lives a life that you disagree with,
you could simply just shoot them
and be justiﬁed to do it (based on
abortion law). Abortion law has
opened up a whole new case law
that says convenience trumps life. If
someone inconveniences you, you
now have the right to murder them.
But does inconvenience necessitate
the murder of that individual? If you
disagree with someone, does that
necessitate murder? How about if
you get bad service at a restaurant?
Does that justify murder of the waitress? Of course not. Murder is allowed
never. And God would agree with that. To God, life is so precious. He
created life. For someone to take a person’s life because it was “convenient
to do so” is the ultimate rebellion against God. It doesn’t matter what laws
or politicians Pro-Choicers have on their side; they can never make abortion
“right” even if it is “legal”.
To degrade a baby to the status of “fetus” or a “blob” makes it easier to
murder a baby doesn’t it? It’s interesting in that what society has done to
God (i.e. pretending He doesn’t exist, pushing him back in time and space),
society has also done to the baby in womb (i.e. because I can’t see you, I’ll
pretend that you don’t exist and get rid of you).
The degrading of a person is not a new concept, however. In fact, it is a
technique that Hitler used. To get the German people to agree with his
Jewish holocaust he ﬁrst had to declare Jews as “less than human”. Once
a person is a non-person, it makes it very effective to get rid of that person.
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In Mein Kampf, Hitler wrote of the Jews: “...the personiﬁcation of the devil
as the symbol of evil assumes the living shape of the Jew.” He also wrote,
“Hence today I believe that I am acting in accordance with the will of the
Almighty Creator: ‘by defending myself against the Jew, I am ﬁghting for
the work of the Lord.” Once an enemy is demonized, it rationalizes all
means to get rid of the demon, doesn’t it?
“Convenience”. “Freedom”. “Strength”. “Because You Can”. These are the
phrases Pro-Choicers use to justify the taking of a life. But, you can never
declare something evil as good. You can never put a band-aid on a stage
4 cancerous tumor and declare it “healed”. You can never take a bottle of
arsenic and label it as “orange juice”.
You know, there are lawsuits and jail time for products that are mislabeled.
What kind of punishment do you think God would use for mislabeling?
Interestingly enough, God does have something to say about mislabeling.
He addresses those people who call good things evil (life) and evil things
good (abortion). It’s found in the Book of Isaiah 5:20-25:
“You know, there are
lawsuits, ﬁnes and jail
time for corporations that
mislabel consumer goods.
What kind of punishment
do you think God would
use for mislabeling?
Interestingly enough, God
does have something to
say about mislabeling. He
addresses those people
who call good things evil
(life) and evil things good
(abortion) in the Book of
Isaiah:
“Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light,
and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! Woe
unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight...
Which justify the wicked for reward, and take away the righteousness of the
righteous from him! Therefore is the anger of the LORD kindled against his
people, and he hath stretched forth his hand against them, and hath smitten
them.” (verses 5:20-21,22b,25a)
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God hates when an evil action is held up as a good action. He hates when
good actions are viliﬁed as evil. Abortion is one of those things that has
been held up by government and society as “good” even though it is clearly
an evil act according to God.

Truth #6: Abortion is Amoral
Most Americans will tell you that they are moral people. They “live a moral
life”, they “don’t hurt anybody else”, they “believe in morals and being
moral.” However, most Americans, when discussing the baby in the womb,
somehow forget all their morality. Somehow morality, when given to a baby
in a womb (that they can’t see), goes out the window. For example, ProChoice Americans ask, “Doesn’t a woman have a right to choose to kill her
baby? Doesn’t the government allow for this?” and I would answer, “Doesn’t
God have a right to deﬁne what is right or wrong? Doesn’t a baby have a
right to life?” I wasn’t aware that we could determine our own morality or
the length of someone’s life.
Abortion is a convenience,
an excuse for selﬁsh,
fornicating, amoral men
and women. When you
look at abortion from
the baby’s perspective,
what do you see other
than a murder taking
place? Pro-Choicers can
only see abortion from
the woman’s perspective
and all they see is their
“rights” taken away if
they can’t terminate a
pregnancy. Since when
is anyone free to murder another person? Is the life of another person up
for grabs? Is the life of a person a commodity–you know, something to be
traded on the NYSE?
Americans like to be “understanding” and “tolerant” to others. Well then, I
would ask that all Americans look at abortion through the lens of the baby
in the womb. Once done, abortion becomes clear for what it is: an amoral
of murder.
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The ironic thing is that the baby isn’t asking for any extraneous, outlandish
rights; he is just asking for the right
to live. Likewise, the people in
Uganda or Venezuela would have
asked for that same simple, basic
right as the baby in the womb. But,
tragically, instead, they were denied
that right by murderous, amoral and
selﬁsh people who had a “choice” to
let them live or not.
It’s easy for those who have life
to take the lives away from others,
isn’t it? It’s easy for those who
have power to crush those weaker
than them. Just because you can
snuff out a life doesn’t mean you
should. Morals aren’t based on
feelings-in-the-moment. Right and
wrong is universal, regardless of
circumstances. Governments, likewise are designed (by God) to protect
life; not snuff it out. Who needs over-seas terrorists when we kill our own
Americans with our laws?
Let me ask you a question: where do morals come from? Are morals
something that anyone can make up as they go? Or are morals concrete no
matter what? Are morals relative or absolute? The answer lies in God. All
things come from Him and because we are made in His image, we know
right from wrong. We all have a moral compass. Unfortunately, that moral
compass is broken in all of us (as we are all sinners). Morality is something
that needs to be constantly fought for. That’s why Pro-Choicers and ProLifers exist; one creates morality (abortion) as it suits them. The other says
abortion is wrong regardless.
If everyone has a different view on morality, then who is right? We all can’t
be right. Actions are either wrong or right. Hitler said morality was relative
and murdering Jews was OK. Other Germans said murdering Jews was
wrong. Who’s right? Without God’s Law, morality is a joke. Morality will
always be warped and molded to suit ourselves. Abortion can be justiﬁed
a thousand different ways; but it will never nullify God’s Law. Morality is
from Him alone and it never changes.
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Truth #7: Life is Sacred
On October 14, 1987, an 18-month old girl named Jessica McClure fell into
a well in her aunt’s backyard. For the next 58 hours, hundreds of rescue
workers in Midland, Texas worked around the clock to rescue her 22 feet
below the ground. The entire rescue effort was broadcast live across the
world, and the world waited to see whether she would be rescued in time
(and she was). It should be evident that life–even the life of an 18-month
old girl is sacred.
A human life–whether
mentally
retarded,
autistic,
handicapped,
elderly, baby, riddled
with cancer–has intrinsic
value in itself regardless
of its productivity. In
other words, the value of
a human life is valuable
in itself. Why? Because
every human is made in
the image of God.
For all of science’s
advances, no life has ever
been created from raw materials. Life is so precious, in fact, that Science
doesn’t even know where to start when it comes to creating life. God is the
Creator of life and it seems that society has forgotten that. People aren’t
very good at creating life, but they are good at destroying it. Much like a
terrorist: it’s easier to destroy a building than it is to construct one.
Life isn’t sacred anymore in this world. That’s why there so many suicides,
school shootings and murders everyday. Americans have been brainwashed
into thinking there is a choice when it comes to life. According to the Bible,
God makes and takes life; not man. And if man acts in the place of God, his
punishment is to have his life taken.
What Americans don’t realize is that once its most innocent members are
allowed to be murdered, then everyone can be murdered. Once Pro-Choice
for babies became the norm, then Pro-Choice for everyone became the
norm. Everyone was up for grabs at that point. We are living in the PostAbortion age, where everyone is disposable. Life, for every American, can
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be shortened by anyone else who calls themselves Pro-Choice.
Everyone deserves a chance at life. The fact that the baby in the womb is
alive is a miracle. Conception is taken for granted. But it’s inexplicable how
an egg and a sperm can make a baby. In fact, in April 2016, researchers
at Northwestern University ﬁlmed a microscopic spark at the moment
of conception. The spark, they discovered, is caused when the sperm
successfully implants into the egg and the egg releases massive amounts
of zinc. The beginning of life literally begins with a spark! It’s completely
mind-boggling. A baby is something that is the work of God. God created
us in our mother’s womb the Bible says (Psalm 139).
Pro-Choicers like to make the argument and distinguish between “potential
life of a fetus” vs. the “actual life of a mother“. The baby in the womb is
just as alive as the person outside of the womb. A liquid or air environment
doesn’t make a person any less living. Likewise, value isn’t based on size.
Just because a person is smaller than you, or less developed than you, doesn’t
make that person less valuable than you. Since when do grown adults beat
up on little children? I thought America was against bullying with all her
anti-bullying laws. So, quit bullying the babies in the womb. Abortion is the
ultimate act of child-abuse. The Pre-Born are just as valuable as you are.
The Pre-Born are just as made in the image of God as you are.
No baby should be deprived of the beauty of this world. To take away the
life of a person in the womb is to follow in the footsteps of Stalin, Mao Tse
Tung and Osama Bin Laden. They, too, preyed on the weak, the poor and
the helpless.
Pro-Choicers like to imagine a world where life is not the only option.
But that kind of world
(whether
through
euthanasia,
genocide,
murder or abortion) only
becomes a world ruled by
death. A world without
life is a dead world. Just
like an immoral America
is a dead America. Once
babies are disposable;
everyone is. Once the
most innocent among us
is discarded like trash; we
all are considered “trash”
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and ready for the dump heap. Who needs terrorists when we have our
own American “Freedom Fighters” destroying Americans right under our
noses?
There is an excellent Bible
passage that describes the
Pro-Choicers and ProLifers right next to each
other. In Genesis 9:6 God
says, “Whoso sheddeth
man’s blood, by man shall
his blood be shed: for in
the image of God made
he man.” That’s the ProChoice movement, and, in
the very next verse (v.7),
He describes the Pro-Life
movement: “And you, be
ye fruitful, and multiply;
bring forth abundantly in the earth, and multiply therein.” God is Pro-Life.
If He wasn’t, He would have never created mankind. Pro-Choice steps in
where there is life and says, “You know there are other options besides life.”
That statement echoes back to what Satan said in the Garden of Eden: “And
he (Satan) said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of
every tree of the garden?. . . Ye shall not surely die”(Genesis 3:1,4)
Some may ask, “Why is God so against abortion?” Because God is against
murder. Murder, by deﬁnition, is simply the taking of a life that is not
yours to take. No one has the right to take anyone’s life. God alone creates
and gives life. Only He can take life away. Pro-Choicers think they are
above His law (that’s why they create man’s law to overthrow God’s law).
Abortion is rebellion against God’s Law. Abortion is the theft of life. We
have thousands of laws in this country regarding stealing cars, pirated
music, patents, kidnapping children, reputation (libel), plagiarism, etc. But
no laws protect against the theft of life in the womb. If a life is outside of
the womb, it’s protects (because it’s called murder). But if that life is inside
a pregnant woman, forget it.
God is Pro-Life. He created life. Life is a gift from God; not a punishment.
Life is a blessing from God; not a curse. Only the Giver can take it back.
Fellow recipients of life have no jurisdiction to steal the life of another,
whether inside or outside the womb.
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Truth #8: “Overpopulation”
The philosophies of Pro-Choice advocates can be traced back to AnimalRights activists, particularly regarding stray cats and dogs. Their philosophy
went something like this: “Unwanted kittens and puppies should be stopped
from growing up on the street and/or being killed by cars.” Thus a plan was
created to neuter and spay everyone’s pets. Billboards and signs were made:
“Don’t litter. Neuter and spay your pets”. Well, the same philosophy was
taken from the pet world into the human world: unwanted babies were only
“littering” an already over-crowded world, thus they were to be stopped
from coming into the world.
Pro-Choicers, like Animal-Rights activists, promoted birth control (i.e.
the neutering and spaying of humans). They claimed that we shouldn’t be
“littering” and should prevent more unwanted children coming into the
world. They said that the world “couldn’t hold any more people” and that
we were “in danger of becoming extinct.”
Opposed to the Animal-Rights activists, birthing babies isn’t considered
littering. Birthing babies is a God-ordained ordinance when He said, “Be
fruitful and multiply.” (Gen 1:22) Babies are the next generation. They are
our heritage. They will be here a lot longer than we are.
Nonetheless, the Overpopulation Advocates create panic among ProChoicers to believe that the earth is running out of space! They conveniently
ignore the fact that all of the world’s population could ﬁt inside the land
mass of Texas. Did you know, for example, that if 7,494,271,488,000 sq ft
(Texas’ land mass) were divided by 7 Billion people, the answer would be
1070.61 sq ft per 1 person
(approximately a 33’ x 33’
plot of land)? Families
of 4 would have about
a 66’x 66’ plot of land:
enough room for a house
and yard.
Just because Pro-Choicers
want
to
spay/neuter
themselves, doesn’t mean
the rest of the world wants
to (or needs to). Sufﬁce it
to say that there is no such
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thing as overpopulation. It’s only the cities that are crowded; go out to the
country and look at the vast expanse of land available. Overpopulation is
a myth and it is just a justiﬁcation used by Pro-Choicers. If Pro-Choicers
really wanted to “help the environment” and “feed the poor” then they
would do better in attacking Communistic and atheistic governments (that
keep food from their people).
Pro-Choicers say there is no space for the Pre-Born, though they themselves
have been given space. Pro-Choicers use their breath against those who
have no breath. They use their strength against those who have no strength.
They spend their lives taking away the lives of others. It is the height of
hypocrisy for a Pro-Choice woman to use her beating heart to keep others’
hearts from beating, to use her hands against those who have never grasped,
to use her feet against those who have never walked. It is pure selﬁshness
for a woman to enjoy the earth that God has created, keep it to herself, and
keep her unborn child from experiencing this earth.

Truth #9: Animal Rights vs. BabyRights
In 2007, Michael Vick, the NFL quarterback, was convicted of operating an
illegal inter-state dog-ﬁghting ring in Virginia. He pleaded guilty to hanging
and drowning between 6-8 dogs—dogs that didn’t perform well. He served
21 months in federal prison for his felonies. The animal rights activists were
outraged by his crime. Mr. Vick’s crime was atrocious. There is no doubt
about that. No one has the right to torture, abuse and murder any of God’s
creatures. So, within that context, I ask: why is abortion still legal in this
country? If the murder of 6-8 dogs warrants 21 months of prison time, then
how come the murder of an innocent pre-born baby warrants nothing? It is
this double-standard that
is sickening.
When animals have more
rights than babies, there
is a problem. Animals
are treated as gods in
America with their mobile
grooming trucks, organic
food, in-house bathing
stations, clothing and fullservice doggie day care
centers, million-dollar pet
adoption centers, stores
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devoted to pets, millions in pet-adoption advertising. Meanwhile babies
continue being slaughtered in every deathcamp across America. G.K.
Chesterton once said, “Wherever there is animal worship there is human
sacriﬁce.” (The Uses of Diversity)
I sit back and wonder: where are the billboards against baby-abuse? Why
are pets treasured and Pre-Born children ignored?It’s sad to me that there
are more pet-adoption centers, pet grooming stores and mobile pet spas
than there are crisis pregnancy centers. It’s disgusting that a pet can have a
pedicure while babies are being butchered on a daily basis.
One last thing to consider: how would the Pro-Choicers feel if a man started
killing dogs and cats (stray or not) because he felt that “birth control just
wasn’t doing enough”? Wouldn’t that be sick? That’s what abortion does.
It says, birth control isn’t doing enough to stop the number of births a year,
so we will offer a fail-proof, turn-key solution that will bring the number of
births down for sure.

Truth #10: Motherhood is Good
No woman should be
robbed of the joy of
holding her baby in her
arms. Abortionists rob
women from enjoying
motherhood. But, it’s a
willing theft. It’s a theftfor-hire scenario.
Motherhood is good, right
and just. God created
females
to
become
mothers. In fact the very
ﬁrst commandment from
God, to Adam and Eve, was to procreate. “So God created man in his own
image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he
them. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it. . .” (Gen 1:27-28a).
God designed girls to become mothers. Little girls dream of the day that
they will be married and have children; no little girl dreams of the day
she terminates her child in the womb. In fact she longs for the day to be a
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mother; not a murderer. That doesn’t mean it’s easy to be a mother; in fact
it’s really hard to be a mother. Especially if life hasn’t happened “the way
it should have”. Being a mother is hard work; but satisfying. Laziness is
not an option for mothers (whether single or married). Raising kids is hard
work.
To abort, and go against
God’s created order is
to hurt yourself. Women
who kill their babies in
the womb will never
know the satisfaction of
being a mother. They’ve
willingly been robbed of
that joy. So, why would a
mother allow herself to be
robbed like that? I think
one of the reasons is that
girls aren’t taught how to
be mothers in this society.
Oh, they are taught how to dress and act like harlots, but being a mother is
not in the conversation. Motherhood is frowned upon, actually. That’s why
when an unprepared teenager gets pregnant (or a twenty year old)– it’s a
scary proposition to be “having a baby”. So scary in fact, that some women
aren’t willing to be a hero and live up to the task (and abort their baby). The
other women, who keep their babies, are the true heroes. Those women are
the ones this world hates because they did what others weren’t willing to do.
(so they have to ridicule motherhood).
Those who embrace motherhood, and follow God’s design for women (i.e.
“womb”an) will have the most fulﬁlling life. Even if pregnancy happened
out of wed-lock, God has the means to turn the worst circumstances into the
best ones.
Here are a few thoughts for mothers to consider:
• Motherhood is heroic and noble. It’s cowardly to abort your baby.
• Shouldn’t mothers use their power to love their baby rather than destroy
their baby?
• Mothers raise the leaders of tomorrow. Don’t Abort the Leaders.
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• Real mothers birth Their Babies. Horrible mothers abort their babies.
• Don’t denigrate your duty to become a mom. There is no higher calling.
• Pregnancy isn’t your time to “take your life back”. It’s time to give your
life to your baby
• Pregnant mothers should not be Indian Givers to their babies
• The body inside your uterus is not your body. It is a child that is completely
reliant upon you
• De-parenting yourself is the worst mistake you could ever make
• Abortive mothers let their burden fall on their child rather than on
themselves
• Abortion is the antithesis of Medicine, Health Care, Women’s Rights and
Women’s Health
Mothers want to be good moms. But our society pushes moms to want to
be “perfect” moms. If a mom can’t be a “perfect mom” then she quits and
doesn’t even try. Abortion is all about throwing in the towel, right before
the big game. The mentality goes something like: “I’ll never be able to be a
perfect mom to this child, so I’ll just abort the baby. Maybe in a few years
I’ll be in a more perfect place and be more of a perfect mom to have a baby.”
How ridiculous. If women waited till they were perfect to have a child, there
would be no children on earth. Motherhood isn’t about perfection; it’s about
love and sacriﬁce for your baby.
If perfection is the
American woman’s dream
then abortion makes that
woman fail miserably.
It is much more cruel to
murder your child than
to sacriﬁce your life for
your baby. Infanticide,
though convenient in the
moment, is never noble.
Infanticide creates a
momentary solution to
a “problem”. But that
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problem only exists in women’s heads (i.e. I can’t handle a baby right now).
Every mother has been there. Every mother feels inadequate to raise a child.
It doesn’t matter what age the mother is or what race she is. Motherhood
is a heavy, important duty. There is no higher calling for women than to be
mothers. It is daunting. It is taxing to a mother. But as self-sacriﬁcing and
hard as motherhood is, a good mother would never abort her baby.
Abortive mothers are the opposite of good mothers. They let the burden fall
on their baby rather than on themselves. They say “my life is worth more
than your life”. Abortion is the epitome of selﬁshness: I’m going to live my
life regardless of anyone relying on me.
Women who sacriﬁce and birth their babies (regardless of their circumstances)
are heroes in my book. They are heroes in God’s book. Women who take the
easy way out and abort are the villains.

Truth #11: Career Mothers and the Economy
Mothers who work in the corporate world work hard. There is no doubt
about that. There is a lot of sacriﬁce a mother has to give to work outside
of the home and then come home and raise her children. The American
mindset is to keep these kinds of mothers in a hamster-wheel mentality:
more work = more money. More money=more things. More things = more
happiness.
However, a hard-working mother, if found to be pregnant, still has no
excuse to abort her child.
Women’s contribution to
the workplace, or to the
American economy, is
negligible compared to
the pain and suffering her
abortions have wrought
on those around her.
It should be obvious that
corporations
employ
women of respect; not
those who have murdered
their
own
children.
Employees
that
are
honest, caring and self58

sacriﬁcing are what corporations look for (and abortive mothers make poor
employees). If a woman is willing to murder her own child to keep her job
or move up a corporate ladder, you don’t think she will be willing to steal
from her employer?
If the American economy fell apart tomorrow because women left the
workplace to take care of their children, then I would say let it collapse. I’d
rather have an honest, poverty-level American GDP than one built on the
backs of aborted babies. If it takes abortive mothers to prop up the stock
market, then I say let the stock market crash. America doesn’t need blood
money. Blood, sweat and tears—from adults—should be the only sacriﬁce
propping up the economy. Abortion will never stimulate the economy. So,
why should the burden of our national economy fall on babies in the womb?
Why should the American Dream steal the dreams of babies?

Truth #12: Terrorism and 60 Million Deaths
What’s the difference between a terrorist and an abortion doctor? Nothing.
A terrorist kills innocent people; an abortionist kills innocent people. One
does it for religio-political reasons; the other does it because it’s his job. But
no matter what scenario, dead people are the result.
Take 9/11 for instance.
That was a horriﬁc day
as 2,985 Americans lost
their lives in three aircraft
crashes. But, today, every
day 3,600 Americans
babies are killed inside
their mother’s womb.
There is a 9/11 every day
in America since 1973.
In the year 2000 alone,
more children died from
abortion than Americans
died in the Revolutionary
War, the Civil War, World
Wars I and II, the Korean, Vietnam and Gulf Wars combined (that’s 151 per
hour, one every 24 seconds).
What does 60 million babies really mean, though? One million, as a number,
is a huge number. There are thousands of millionaires in the world, but most
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people will never see a
million dollars in their
lives. If I were to give you
a dollar for every baby
that has been aborted, you
would have 60 million
dollars in the bank. That’s
a lot of money. That’s a lot
of dead babies that didn’t
have to die. That’s a lot
of babies who would be
adults and teenagers now.
That’s a lot of doctors and
teachers and musicians
and basketball players
missing. That’s a lot of cures for cancer, beautiful music and technological
advances missing. That’s a lot of the American workforce missing. See,
abortion doesn’t just affect the mother; it affects the whole socio-political
realm for generations. 60 million isn’t a number to scoff at. It’s more than
what Hitler did.
Terrorists justify their actions as “right, just and good”. They justify ﬁghting
the “oppressor” to have a better life. Abortionists justify their actions as
“right, just and good” because they have a job that pays well. They justify
their career-path as “just following the law”. Abortive mothers justify
their actions as “right, just and good” because “my baby is a nuisance and
will upset my plans”. All three of these parties (terrorists, abortionists and
abortive mothers) all justify the killing of innocent people for different
reasons.
In other words, one’s idol is political freedom, one’s idol is career and one’s
idol is freedom; but innocent people are simply “in the way” for all three
parties and must be murdered. Innocent people weren’t even involved in
the blocking of political freedom, stopping a lucrative medical career or
blocking freedom, but nonetheless they must die.
Here’s the thing: those who seek to do evil will always hold up a good thing
(i.e. political freedom, career freedom, life freedom) above a higher good (life
of an innocent person). Political freedom, career freedom and life freedom
are good things; but they aren’t so good as to murder innocent people over.
Human life is so much more valuable than any of those so called freedoms.
And, honestly, if one was to examine each of those freedoms more closely,
they simply are the worship of materialism and money.
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Truth #13: LGBT’s and Abortion
Here is an interesting question: try to ﬁnd someone who is Pro-Choice who is
also anti-gay. You would be hard pressed to ﬁnd that person. Why? Because
the Pro-Choicers say, “What I do with my own body is my own business”
and the LGBT movement says exactly the same thing. Proponents for ProChoice can’t condemn the LGBT-rights movement or else they would be
condemning themselves. Pro-Choice and LGBTs have to go together.
And they do go together! Both Pro-Choicers and LGBTs consider children
a burden. Both movements are also considered “birth control” by their
proponents. The homosexual couple that “wants to adopt” is really a small
minority; most homosexuals can’t stand children. That’s why homosexuals
love to support the Pro-Choice movement: supporting Pro-Choicers validates
their own lifestyle as an “alternative” lifestyle.
As LGBT’s gains in acceptance, so will abortion. Homosexuality, by
deﬁnition, will never lead to children. Heterosexuals who conceive, and
then abort, also lead to no children. Both outcomes are the same: no children
being born.

Truth #14: Environmentalism and Fund-Raising
It’s ironic to me that
liberals will care about
trees (environmentalism)
but won’t care about the
Pre-Born, you know, the
Pre-Born humans being
slaughtered everyday. It’s
almost like the guilt gets
to the abortive women
and politicians so much
so that they have to do
good somewhere in the
world. So they plant
trees, recycle, donate to
the WWF, they walk for
Breast Cancer and have bake sales for diabetes, etc. But none of these things
address the murder of babies in our culture.
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Why do people love
endangered plants more
than the Pre-Born? Why
don’t people love the PreBorn rather than Kangaroo
rats? It’s amazing to me
that animal lovers will
cry over an endangered
animal but will never cry
for the 3,000 babies being
murdered every day in
this country. I’d rather
have less trees and less
whales in the world if the
babies were saved.
Environmentalists believe that they will make a perfect world by having a
clean world, free of toxins, full of species that thrive, etc. That may be true
to some extent, but without babies, there won’t be anyone around to enjoy
this “perfect world”.
Truth be told, any trees that are saved by people will never love them
back. Any kangaroo rats saved from extinction, as great as that is, those
animals will never love those environmentalists back. Babies, on the other
will. Babies will love their parents unconditionally. Being a parent is more
important than helping endangered species. The rainforests can wait. Save
the babies.

Truth #15: The Guilt of Murder
Is abortion really a choice? I mean, is murder really an option? When you
look at another person (with such hatred for them for intruding upon your life)
is murder really considered in that person’s heart? Apparently, in America,
murder really is a choice (that can be made without legal consequences).
But, despite what the Pro-Choicers try to ignore, murdering your own baby
does have consequences.
The big elephant in the room that Pro-Choicers pretend doesn’t exist is guilt,
namely life-long guilt that will plague you for the rest of your life. Aborting
mothers can tell themselves all the justiﬁcations of “why they did what they
did” and it won’t mean a hill of beans. Abortion “solved” one problem and
created a thousand more in its wake.
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Despite what Pro-Choicers market, abortion is not a get out jail free card.
Women who abort have to live with the guilt of murder for the rest of their
lives. That guilt can and does become suffocating. Aborting a baby is never
“done and over with”. That one event will last for the rest of their lives as
they think about how old their child would be. Or, as they wonder if it was
a boy or a girl.
How does this mother sleep at night, knowing that she willingly terminated
the life of her own offspring? How could she pull the trigger, knowing that
there are thousands of couples who can never get pregnant and would love
to adopt? That is just the deﬁnition of selﬁsh murderer; one who will bear
the shame and guilt for the rest of her life.

Truth #16: Abortion and the Worship of Science
Pro-Choicers
believe
this statement: “If I get
pregnant, I’ll just abort
the baby.” In other words,
there is “always a solution
to the problems I cause”.
Women can sleep around,
be unfaithful to men, get
pregnant, and still have an
out. Abortion takes away
the natural consequence
of loose-living: a baby.
Having a “solution”
provides the impetus for
sin. Rather than putting
their faith in one loving husband, women would rather put their faith in
science (i.e. abortion) when “things get bad”.
Science is the god Pro-Choicers worship; the abortionists are their priests.
The abortion religion is really a poor choice for a religion. One of the tenants
of the abortion religion is the theory of macro-evolution (Darwinism).
Evolution is simply naturalism, meaning all that exists can be felt by the
5 senses. Those who believe in evolution, like most Pro-Choicers, simply
believe that people are physical beings.; there is no soul. So, the abortion of
a baby is simply the destruction of physical matter; not anything else. But
the truth is is that every physical human body has a soul. God has designed
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it that way. He connected the physical with the non-physical. When a baby
is murdered, the body is destroyed and the soul goes back to God. That
shouldn’t relieve anyone’s conscience from murder, though, because no one
has the right to separate body from soul. No one has the right to send a soul
back to God. No one has the right to destroy a life or a body.
Science pretends to have all the answers to life’s problems. Do you have
an unwanted baby in your womb, well, Science is there to help! Do you
know why Down’s Syndrome statistics have gone down in children? Is it
because science has created new ways to prevent Down’s Syndrome? No!
It’s because Down’s Syndrome babies are aborted! It’s a fact that when
prenatal testing reveals a potential birth defect, over 90% of parents choose
to abort. As soon as a mother ﬁnds out that her precious baby in the womb
isn’t “perfect”, that baby is destroyed. It’s not because of any scientiﬁc
advances that we don’t see a lot of Down’s Syndrome children around town;
it’s because a whole generation is missing.
Abortion is a hack for an unwanted
pregnancy. Unfortunately, the hack
eventually breaks and judgment still
falls. It would be less-painful had
the woman just given birth. What
women don’t realize is that aborting
their baby will never get rid of their
guilt of loose-living; it won’t abolish
their sin. It only heaps more guilt
on them. Murder can never cover
up sexual immorality. Much like a
gastric bypass mentality (i.e. a foodworshiping life) –abortion won’t ﬁx
the inside of a person (i.e. a lustworshiping life). What it does leave
in it’s path is a destroyed mother and
a murdered baby. “There’s always an
escape for getting pregnant”–really?
Not if the escape is worse than the circumstances you’re in now.
The abortionists want women to believe that they will “be there for them”
when everything falls apart” (i.e. when they get pregnant). Abortionists say
they won’t let women down. “Put your faith in us”, they say. But after the
abortion, the abortionist is no where to be found. He is not there to comfort
the broken-hearted. No scientist is there to take away a woman’s guilt.
Science fails to deliver a real solution. Science, regarding abortion, cannot
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cure a dark, sinful heart. Sleeping around is just around the corner for an
unredeemed heart. And the cycle continues. Only Jesus can take a woman
out of this vicious cycle. Women need to quit putting their faith in science
and put their faith in Him. He is the solution to any dark heart; He is the real
solution to real guilt and real consequences.

Truth #17: Works-Based Relationships
Any mother who aborts
her child (“because she
can”) shows that she
would have never loved
her child to begin with.
Let me explain. The
reason abortions are done
by women is because the
baby can’t support itself.
The baby is helpless.
The baby needs constant
nurturing,
care,
and
attention. The mother
obviously sees that the
baby won’t nurture and
care and attend to himself, so she chooses to kill the baby. What do you call
that mentality? It’s called a works-based relationship. The baby obviously
couldn’t perform (or be made useful to the mother), therefore she kills
him.
The baby couldn’t help the mother around the house–so she kills him. The
baby couldn’t earn money or do chores for the mother–therefore, she kills
him. The baby–whom the mother hasn’t even met–is already put into a
works-based relationship (a hopeless situation) and unbeknownst to himself,
is perceived worthless to the mother and is aborted.
News ﬂash: babies, by nature, are helpless. Babies don’t produce anything
for the mother. Babies don’t help around the house or earn a paycheck.
Maybe these mothers should have thought about having a baby ﬁrst before
throwing him into a works-based relationship.
Works-based relationships don’t work with babies. Babies simply won’t
perform. So, a mother either accepts that responsibility to nurture and care
for the child–or, sadly, she chooses to abrogate her responsibility and kills
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her own offspring. How sad. A baby can’t even be himself in this murderous
world. How sad, that there is no room in this world for a helpless baby (just
like in Bethlehem 2,000 years ago). How sad, that a baby’s value is based
on works–and not love.

Truth #18: Aztecs and Americans
The Aztec Empire (or, Aztec Triple Alliance) were a people who ruled
large regions of Meso-America, particularly Lake Texcoco, from 1427 to
1519 (just before Cortés and the conquistadors arrived). Their religion was
central to all aspects of life, so much so that they offered human sacriﬁce to
a pantheon of gods (i.e. Quetzalcoatl, Tlaloc, Mixcoatl, etc.) Exact ﬁgures
are unknown as to how many men, women and children were sacriﬁced in
the history of the Aztecs, but according to Ross Hassing, “between 10,000
and 80,400 persons” were sacriﬁced over the course of four days for the
dedication of the Great Pyramid in 1487. Eyewitness accounts and historical
documents provide insight into the complex ritual of sacriﬁcing a human to
a god.
Aztecs (and other Meso-American peoples like the Mayans) would sacriﬁce
their children to the “sun-god”–a god that doesn’t exist (except inside their
head). They would lay their children on the altar and kill them by brutal
means for a god that they thought was real. Today, we all know that the
sun-god, Huitzilopochtli, doesn’t really exist. Their killing of their own
children was a senseless act of violence that they will have to answer to the
real God for. Hundreds of thousands
of Aztecs died for a god that never
existed and gods that never asked
for innocent blood.
But, today, we Americans don’t
believe in the “sun god”. We’re
enlightened; we’re smart. We’re
too intelligent for that stupidity. We
don’t believe in made-up gods or
fantasies–we believe in ourselves!
We believe in the career-god, the
freedom-god the lust-god! Basically,
the gods that America worships are
the things America enjoys: sex,
entertainment, money, etc. They
are the gods that we promote with
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bumper stickers. And, like the Aztecs, we must sacriﬁce our children to the
God of ME. Americans kill their own children so they can: move forward
with their career, live their own life, continue in their selﬁsh, sinful and
lustful ways.
Abortion
is
human
sacriﬁce. Just like the
Aztecs,
Americans
murder their children by
means of the fast, easy
and affordable solution
called abortion. Just
because Americans aren’t
laying the child on the
altar and ripping his heart
out–doesn’t mean that
babies lives aren’t being
murdered.
Americans
are just as uncivilized,
idolatrous and murderous as the Aztecs were. (As if the real mark of a
civilized society is the amount of innocent people are killed, i.e. “we are
such a free people that we can kill whomever we want”). That kind of
thinking is Aztec thinking.
Psalm 106:36-38 says about the ancient Israelites, “And they served their
idols: which were a snare unto them. Yea, they sacriﬁced their sons and their
daughters unto devils, and shed innocent blood, even the blood of their sons
and of their daughters, whom they sacriﬁced unto the idols of Canaan: and
the land was polluted with blood.” That sounds like America today, doesn’t
it?
For a society to legalize the death of its weakest and most innocent members,
means there is only death in that society’s future. America is on borrowed
time. The Aztec Empire came tumbling down within a few short years after
enjoying peace and security for roughly 100 years. It is estimated that the
population of the valley of Mexico declined more than 80% in 60 years
due to a smallpox outbreak. God put an end to their human sacriﬁce by
putting an end to their empire. Likewise, God will put an end to abortion
by putting an end to America. The 60 million babies that have died at the
hands of immoral women cry out to God for justice. Ban human sacriﬁce.
Ban abortion.
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Truth #19: Planned Parenthood and the De-Parenting
of Parents
If there was started a non-proﬁt that promised to rid the world of human
beings (that bother you) would people support it? An organization that will
bring “peace” to any one’s life; who brings “freedom”, “rights” and the
“American way”. Well, people do support such an organization: Planned
Parenthood.
This organization stops
the beating hearts of about
1,000 babies a day and
make up about one-third
of all the abortion clinics
in America. Founded in
1916, Planned Parenthood
performs more abortions
than any other single
organization in America,
as it is the largest
abortionist in the world.
In a newsletter distributed
to its abortionists, Planned
Parenthood said, “We see abortion as a necessary, desirable service and
as an integral piece of comprehensive reproductive health care services.”
Planned Parenthood’s believes that “everyone has the right to choose
when or whether to have a child...” It pushes for laws and constitutional
amendments that guarantee “reproductive freedom”.
Planned Parenthood has its roots in Margaret Sanger’s (1883-1966)
Darwinistic, eugenics and atheistic philosophy. For example, her most
famous quote on abortion: “The most merciful thing that a large family
does to one of its infant members is to kill it.” (Women and the New Race
Eugenics Publ. Co., 1920, 1923)
She pushed for white supremacy and extermination of the “Negro
population”. She said, “We do not want word to go out that we want to
exterminate the Negro population, if it ever occurs to any of their more
rebellious members.” (Woman’s Body, Woman’s Right: A Social History of
Birth Control in America, by Linda Gordon) Why? Because she wanted to
use birth control “to create a race of thoroughbreds.” (Birth Control Review,
Nov. 1921 p.2)
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Sanger’s mission in life was to push birth control to everyone. She didn’t
care about the rights of anyone to have children. She thought it was the
duty of the State to control a couple’s decision to have children or not.
“Couples should be required to submit applications to have a child.” (“Plan
for Peace”. Birth Control Review, April 1932)
She didn’t care about mentally handicapped people, either. “More children
from the ﬁt, less from the unﬁt –that is the chief aim of birth control.”
(Birth Control Review, May 1919, p.12). In addition, in her “Plan for
Peace”, Sanger outlined her strategy for eradication of the “feebleminded.”
Among the steps included in her evil scheme were immigration restrictions;
compulsory sterilization; segregation to a lifetime of farm work; etc.(Birth
Control Review, April 1932, p.107)
Sanger was a sex-addict, dabbled in the occult and pushed for a socialistic,
God-hating agenda. She despised the “archaic” institution of marriage. She
despised the poor having children. She wanted a world ﬁlled only with
white people. She wanted a utopia of women being in control and living
amoral lifestyles. For example, she said concerning adultery: “A woman’s
physical satisfaction was more important than any marriage vow.” (Birth
Control in America, p.11) To her, sex was just a game and should never lead
to children. She felt that having children only held women down from their
true potential.
And, lest anyone think that Planned Parenthood’s philosophy has changed
since their founder’s days, think again. Planned Parenthood pushes sexual
immorality, homosexuality and any other alternative lifestyle. (Just peruse
their teenwire.com website for examples). They want teens to buy the
notion that sex is just a
game. And if a “fetus”
comes along that you can
get rid of that at any point.
They push a lifestyle of no
consequences and sexual
immorality.
What else does Planned
Parenthood do? Well,
Planned Parenthood sells
body parts. That’s a fact.
They sell the parts of
aborted babies and rake in
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even more money (on top of the original money they made off the original
murder). That’s like an assassin killing someone and then taking the body
of his victim and making money off his body parts. So, let me get this
straight: babies aren’t good enough let live, but they’re good enough to be
used for body parts? I mean, how does an abortive mother feel that her dead
baby was sold for parts? Does that make her feel good inside that her son
or daughter’s body was broken apart and sold separately? That baby could
have been a living son or a living daughter to this mother and instead is just
a bloody mangled pile of body parts. What kind of mother doesn’t get upset
about that?
One thing about Planned
Parenthood, though, is that
they are all about making
money. Thousands of
American corporations
and state governments
give to this organization.
They are a non-proﬁt
(hah hah) company that
offers a service (i.e.
assassination) to mothers
(it’s clientele). It is the
mothers of America who
are to blame for Planned
Parenthood; the mothers who have hired and allowed Planned Parenthood
to get up inside their womb and kill their baby. They “got rid of the problem
for me”.says the post-abortion mother. That’s true. But now they are using
your dead baby’s parts to make more money.
Think about it: your dead baby is still making this corporation money.
That’s like the “metal guy”.that comes around in the neighborhood, driving
his truck, every month or so, and offers to take your old fridge, car parts or
other scrap metal that you don’t need. He then goes and takes it to a metal
recycler and makes some money in the process. Here’s the thing: one man’s
junk is another man’s treasure. The moment American women called their
babies “junk”. Planned Parenthood saw “treasure”.(in body parts). As soon
as women just wanted “the problem taken care of”. Planned Parenthood saw
opportunity. It’s the labeling of the baby as “junk”.that Planned Parenthood
helped shape in American women. When they were calling the baby
“just some tissue”.they knew exactly what opinions they were forming in
womens’ minds; and actually they were just making future customers. They
created the “problem” of the unwanted baby and (ta-daah!) they created the
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solution! Their solution (to making an abortion and then selling body parts)
is actually hypocritical to the problem they originally proposed. They never
once believed that babies were junk–they just had to make everyone else
believe it. Since when does “a blob of tissue”.have “body parts”. Obviously
it was never a “blob of tissue”. It was always a baby. Planned Parenthood
always knew that; and America was blindsided, yet again, because they
wanted their “problem taken care of”.
One last thing, Planned Parenthood is actually a non-sensical name.
“Planned” would mean that you plan when, where and how to be a parent.
“Parenthood” would mean that the process of parenthood would be stopped by
that organization. But, by the time a woman comes into Planned Parenthood
(to have an abortion), she already is a parent. All Planned Parenthood can
do is de-parent her. Parenthood doesn’t start at birth (just like being human
doesn’t start at birth); it starts at conception. The fertilized egg makes a
mom a parent. Planned Parenthood is hypocritical even in its name.
According
to
their
records for the 20142015 ﬁscal year, Planned
Parenthood performed
323,999 abortions and
received $553.7million
from U.S. Taxpayers.
Planned
Parenthood
receives 41% of all
it’s funding through
taxpayers. Murder pays
well, especially if the
government is contributing 41% of your total funding. Planned Parenthood
goes against everything America stands for: freedom, morals, helping your
neighbor, etc.
Planned Parenthood is a murderer and a bully. It is a humanistic, Darwinistic,
government-sanctioned, criminal entity that needs to be stopped.

Truth #20: Big Pharma
Now, what is sicker than just killing a baby? It’s taking the remains of those
dead babies and repackaging them into a vaccine and injecting them into
adults and children. That’s just super-sick. I thought babies were useless
on one hand (to kill) but on the other hand Big Pharma uses their cells and
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integrates them into vaccines. Or, are babies only good for what they do for
you? Babies are helpless and America has turned them into molecules to
help US!
All the “required” vaccines for children today happen to have recycled baby
parts in them. They all have stem cells from babies. There is only one way
to get pre-natal stem cells and it’s from aborted babies. It’s interesting to
force children to vaccinate, on the one hand; and on the other hand keep
getting an endless supply of free baby parts from mothers who don’t care.
That is called good business: free supplies and huge proﬁts. Pharmaceutical
companies get almost free baby parts and then can charge an arm and a leg
for vaccines.
Unfortunately, their good
business is built on a heap
of 60 million dead babies.
The vaccine industry is
built on murdered babies.
Who cares about “keeping
someone healthy” if it
takes dead babies to make
it happen. Vaccines are
supposed to help people
right? Well, why don’t
they help the babies in
the womb from being
slaughtered and ﬁnd other
ways to create vaccines (like adult stem cells)? No. They want the babies.
Babies are precious for their stem cells; precious for their DNA. They are
so precious that their own mother didn’t even recognize how precious they
were.

Truth #21: Just Get Rid of Imperfection
My wife was pregnant with our third child and the OB offered to abort our
baby because he would “probably” have mental disabilities, a small head
and more. My wife said, “No” and that we would NEVER take away what
baby God was giving us. (Long story short, our baby had/has health issues,
but he is alive and our beautiful son).
The cavalier attitude among doctors to “just get rid” of any imperfect child is
real. Perfection is the goal. Having a perfect family is the goal of the typical
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American.
Perfection
must be sacriﬁced to.
Funny thing is, how many
abortions does it take and
a woman still doesn’t
have her perfect family?
How many abortions later
will it take a woman to
realize that perfection is
not conceivable in this
fallen world and that we
have to take what we are
given by almighty God?
The cliché - “everything
happens for a reason” is prevalent in this society. But how many people
actually believe that when it comes to having a unexpected pregnancy?
Another popular cliché is “pass it forward”. How many people believe that
when they are ripping their baby apart in the abortionist’s ofﬁce? No one
does. Pro-Choicers want their freedom to sin. And their freedom is worth
sacriﬁcing their own offspring to the idol of freedom.

Truth #22: Exporting Abortion Worldwide
Americans abort their own babies and then export abortion to other countries,
too. We sterilize other nations’ women and give them “birth control”. Why
sterilize other nations’ women? It’s to stop that nation from having a next
generation. It’s so that the next generation won’t be there to stop America
from stealing all that nation’s goods and resources. America is the great thief
of the world. We want other nations’ goods and resources and are willing to
abort their children, sterilize their women and give them free birth control
(that’s the more peaceful war-like behavior rather than just killing them
with nukes).
America doesn’t love her neighbor as herself. She wants to be the top-dog
in the world. She thinks all the world’s resources are hers for the taking.
When a nation is deprived of children, there is no future for that nation.
That’s why American businessmen and politicians will be there to scoop up
that nation as their own. It’s just sick. It’s just sad that these women in other
countries want “free health care” and are unwittingly sterilized for the rest
of their lives. They will never know the joy of holding a baby in their arms.
They will never see their children grow up. That’s what exporting abortion
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to other countries does.
America has been so
inﬂuential in spreading
the “gospel” of abortion to
the rest of the world that,
now, 42% of those who
die each year worldwide
are murdered in the
womb. (That’s 43 Million
babies a year). This world
doesn’t care about any
future generations; the
world only cares about
itself. The Bible is true
when it says “the love of money is the root of all evil” (1 Tim 6:10).

Truth #23: Adoption Rather Than Abortion
The termination of a life is never good. Inconvenience is a poor excuse for
abortion. And for all those Pro-Choicers who say, “Well, you take the baby
then! A baby shouldn’t have to grow up in an unloving home!” I would
say, “I will gladly take the baby off of your hands. And so will millions of
couples who love children and want to adopt.” But they never will. They’d
rather destroy their baby rather than let someone else have the baby.
Couples take the good things of life (i.e. sexual intercourse) and destroy the
natural outcome of that. That’s like constructing a very tall building (like
the Empire State Building) and before the roof is put on, you detonate it
with explosives.
I would like to ask the couples who are considering abortion: “Why don’t
you give up your child to a couple of loving adoptive parents?” Why not
share your precious baby with others, if you don’t want your baby? There
are millions of parents who would love to adopt; some who have kids and
some who can never conceive. But, regardless, they would love to have the
chance to adopt children. There could be 60 million children in the arms of
loving parents in America, but instead, there are 60 million cofﬁns; not to
mention millions of parents that would love to adopt but can’t.
What Pro-Choicers don’t realize is that if they don’t want their baby,
someone else will gladly take their baby. In fact, they would consider it
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the greatest gift and an honor to be able to raise up your child. They would
count it as the utmost privilege to call a child their own. To rip that chance
away from an infertile couple is continue in crushing people’s lives.

Truth #24: Fatherhood is Good
This essay has been geared towards women, but I have to address the millions
of men that are Pro-Choice, too. Men are supposed to be the providers and
husbands to women. Where are the men today? They are in front of the TV
playing video games or, they’re at the clubs getting women pregnant and
then leaving the woman to deal with it.
It boggles the mind how a father can just up and leave his pregnant girlfriend.
I understand that responsibility is scary, but seriously, this is your child,
too (23 chromosomes are yours). Be a man and provide for your family!
Sometimes life is hard. True. Why should your woman and child have to
suffer alone why you ditch out on responsibility? The burden should fall
you; not them.
Love doesn’t exist in the bedroom if there is no love outside the bedroom.
Do yourself a favor and commit to your woman (by marrying her). I know
that this American culture is anti-man, anti-husband, pro-feminism, etc. I
know that this culture teaches boys to grow up and be lazy bums while
their girlfriends provide for him and the kids. Be a man. Don’t be a wimp
like most of American males are. Manhood has to do with stepping up and
doing what is right. There are too many fatherless homes. There is too much
inﬁdelity. American men are to blame for this (as are the media and laws).
Be a man and raise your own son or daughter.
Women complain about
their loser boyfriends
not “stepping it up”
for marriage or raising
children. Just because a
man is a “loser” doesn’t
give a woman the right to
abort her child. That man
is just as much a parent to
that child as the mother
is. Give the man a chance.
If he ditches out on you,
well, at least you did what
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was right. Any woman who keeps her baby should know that God will
never leave that woman. God honors all sacriﬁce. He will be a father to the
fatherless. He will provide for those who have nothing.
It’s a tragedy for a pregnant woman to think she is completely alone in the
world. No one is completely alone if the Church is doing her job. Indeed,
the Church condemns premarital sex but the Church should never ignore a
pregnant woman needing help. It’s a tragedy that pregnant women have been
brought up in unforgiving homes and unforgiving churches. The Church
has been put in place to help those marginalized mothers, those troubled
teenagers, those young women who don’t know where else to turn. If an
unmarried pregnant mom can’t reach out to the Church, who can she reach
out to? Any true Christian loves the Pre-Born and loves pregnant women,
regardless of how they got pregnant. The Church is to step into a troubled
situation like that (with no father in the picture) and help that pregnant
mother.
God is our Father who loves us, regardless of our mistakes. Fathers
sometimes ﬁnd themselves in difﬁcult situation. It takes a real man to push
through that adversity and do what is right. God should be our model for
fatherhood: He gave us all He had to save us.

Truth #25: Execute the Murderer
On April 19, 1995, the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City
was bombed by Timothy
McVeigh. 168 innocent
people (including three
pregnant mothers) were
murdered in cold blood.
Six years later, Timothy
McVeigh was executed.
He received the just
punishment for his crime
in this life (the death
penalty). But, I ask, what
kind of judgment do you
think he will receive from
God?
God hates the shedding of innocent blood. Genesis 9:6 says, “Whoso
sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed: for in the image of
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God made he man.”
According to the Bible, every woman who has had an abortion deserves to
be executed. God has no tolerance for murder (outside or inside the womb).
Numbers 35:31 says, “Moreover ye shall take no satisfaction for the life of a
murderer, which is guilty of death: but he shall be surely put to death.” God
says the murderer is guilty and justice must be satisﬁed.
Every woman who has willingly murdered her own child by one of the
many torturous ways of abortion needs to have her own life snuffed out just
as easily. Perhaps she would like her skull punctured, her brains sucked out
and then crushed? Perhaps she would like to die in a sea of acid? Perhaps
she would like to be starved to death or her skin burned off, or suffocated or
just plain ol’ decapitated? Is that too harsh of a punishment? According to
Deuteronomy 19:21, it isn’t, “And thine eye shall not pity; but life shall go
for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot.”
Pro-Choicer boast of these abortion methods as “good” and “pain-free” for
the baby. Well, what’s good for the goose is good for the gander. In God’s
eyes, every abortive mother is guilty of bloodshed. There is only one future
for that woman: an eternity away from God in hell.
Timothy McVeigh’s ﬁnal words to this world were, “I am the master of my
fate. I am the captain of my soul.” He had his excuses as to why he blew
up the federal building. He had his reasons as to why he took 168 innocent
lives. And, I’m sure every abortive mother can rattle off a hundred reasons
as to why she aborted her own child. Excuses notwithstanding, God hates
murder and will execute justice perfectly to all who do murder.

Truth #26: God’s
Judgment
Abortion is about taking
one of God’s precious
weavings, while He is
weaving, and destroying
it. I don’t understand how
God can allow His own
marvelous works to be
ripped out of His hand, but
the Day is coming when
He will put an end to all
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baby-murder. I pray for
the abortion of abortion
(even if that means the
abortion of America).
The prophet Isaiah said
something about shedding
innocent blood 700 years
before Christ: “Their feet
run to evil, and they make
haste to shed innocent
blood: their thoughts
are thoughts of iniquity;
wasting and destruction
are in their paths. The
way of peace they know not; and there is no judgment in their goings: they
have made them crooked paths: whosoever goeth therein shall not know
peace.” (Isaiah 59:7-8)
God hates the destruction of babies that He has created. He hates innocent
lives terminated in the womb. Since 1973, He has shown great mercy to
America (we haven’t been destroyed yet). But, God is righteous and His
justice will be seen. He hates hands that shed blood, whether that crime is
done in an alley or in an ofﬁce.
Abortion is a secret crime; it’s done in the shadows. However, if a murder
happens in a cold, dark, basement (with no witnesses) rather than out in the
street (with lots of witnesses), does it make the crime any less heinous? And
yet, America really doesn’t want to accept responsibility for the innocent
babies who have been murdered inside the womb.
God made man to reproduce. He made man to proliferate life; not take it. God
will judge those who abort their babies as well as those in the government
who “gave” this right to people. God says this, “Thus saith the LORD;
Behold, I set before you the way of life, and the way of death.” (Jeremiah
21:8b) Is America going to turn around and follow life or will it continue
following death?
Aabortion exists in America for one reason: money. For a mother, it’s
money saved (when the baby isn’t born) and for the abortionist/politician/
vaccine corporation, it’s money made. Money and materialism is the cause
of abortion. Obviously, 60 million babies hasn’t quenched America’s thirst
for more money and more things. America’s appetite is insatiable. “He that
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loveth silver shall not be satisﬁed with silver; nor he that loveth abundance
with increase: this is also vanity.” (Ecclesiastes 5:10)
That is why there is no outcry from the media over such a holocaust;
everyone serves the same god. Everyone worships their own materialistic,
money-driven self-interests. But, nothing goes unnoticed by God. He sees
everything. He sees through all the lies and the marketing. He sees past all
the catch phrases and mottos. He sees people’s rotten hearts and He has
come to one conclusion: Judgment is coming to America for the lives of 60
Million babies. It’s not a matter of opinion. It’s a fact: God will stop babymurder one day.

Truth #27: Pro-Choicers Need God
One time, I read a license
plate holder that said,
“Keep Abortion Legal”.
It was so ironic to me
that the driver in front of
me was actually ﬁghting
for her own demise. She
was advocating for her
own non-existence. If this
driver’s parents didn’t
choose life, she wouldn’t
be alive at this moment
(let alone driving a car).
Who is she to accept the
gift of life, while at the same time rallying for and denying others of that
same right?
Jesus loves Pro-Choicers more than they will ever realize. If He can forgive
the very people who cruciﬁed him (“Father forgive them for they know not
what they do” then He can forgive Pro-Choicers for they also “know not
what they do”. God gives life and Pro-Choicers erroneously think that can
take away life. Jesus creates souls–yes, even the souls of Pro-Choicers.
Pro-Choicers are made in the image of God, just like the babies they murder
every day. Jesus is pro-life and He loves the souls of Pro-Choicers. ProChoicers need salvation just as much as the baby in the womb does. If you
think about it: the radical Pro-Choicer is the same person as the baby in the
womb: made in God’s image and in need of a Savior. To love the baby in
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the womb and not love our other neighbor, the Pro-Choicers is hypocrisy.
We have to love all people inside and outside of the womb. If we pick and
choose who we can love, we become just like the Pro-Choicer (dishing out
life and only loving those whom we deem “worthy”)
God wants people to experience life (real life); not the life that the media and
politicians push. It’s interesting to note that a name for Jesus (in the Bible)
is “Life”. For example, Jesus says in John 11:25-26, “I am the resurrection,
and the life: he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live:
and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die. Believest thou
this?”
John 4:14 says, “But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him
shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well
of water springing up into everlasting life.” Don’t keep drinking the water
of the Pro-Choice movement; it only leads to death.
The Pro-Choicer needs
the gospel. Only the
gospel can take a selﬁsh,
confused,
murderous
heart and make it new.
Only the gospel can take
a broken, destitute, lonely
Pro-Choicer and make
her a child of God. Only
God can take someone
who doesn’t value life
and make them see the
value of life. Only God
can reveal abortion for
the murderous choice that
it is. Pray for Pro-Choicers that their eyes hearts and minds will be opened.

Truth #28: Forgiven
God has provided a way to satisfy the innocent blood that has been
spilled in this country. He has provided a way that a woman’s sin-debt (of
baby-murder) be satisﬁed. He has provided for even the abortionist and
vaccine corporation to be forgiven. That way is called Jesus. Jesus paid
the punishment for all of the abortions women have committed. He has
satisﬁed payment for all doctors and nurses who are accomplices to prenatal
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manslaughter. He has paid for the sins of the the lawyers and the Supreme
Court justices who shoved abortion down the American public. He has even
forgiven the lazy, unsympathetic Church for the little they have done to stop
abortion. America needs to turn back to Jesus. Abortive women need to turn
back to Jesus.
One of the Bible’s main themes is the contrast between light and darkness.
God wants to steer people (and governments) away from darkness and into
the light. He addresses this in Proverbs 4:19-23, “The way of the wicked
is as darkness: they know not at what they stumble. My son, attend to my
words; incline thine ear unto my sayings. Let them not depart from thine
eyes; keep them in the midst of thine heart. For they are life unto those that
ﬁnd them, and health to all their ﬂesh. Keep thy heart with all diligence; for
out of it are the issues of life.”
Life begins with Jesus
and a forgiven life begins
with Jesus. Jesus is the
only hope for women who
have aborted their sons
and daughters. John 3:36
says, “He that believeth on
the Son hath everlasting
life: and he that believeth
not the Son shall not see
life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him.” Jesus is
all about choice. He offers
choices to everyone. The
thing is, if your life isn’t grounded in Him, all your choices are essentially
votes for evil, as we all have a sin-nature. Some Pro-Choicers may come to
Him (and turn from their ways), but most will not.
Most Pro-Choice people won’t come to Jesus; I know that. They think
Christianity is barbaric in its morality and only wants to “enslave women.”
As we’ve seen in this essay, the Pro-Choice movement, in fact, is barbaric
in its morality and wants to enslave women. Christianity offers life and true
freedom. It offers real choice to choose good from evil; not the “freedom”
that will you keep you in shackles down the road.
This book is primarily about saving babies lives. But it is also about those
who are alive, seeking the One who is called Life. God wants people to
experience life (real life); not the life that the media and politicians push.
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It’s interesting to note
that a name for Jesus
(in the Bible) is “Life”.
For example, Jesus says
in John 11:25-26, “I am
the resurrection, and the
life: he that believeth
in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live:
and whosoever liveth
and believeth in me shall
never die. Believest thou
this?”
As
Pro-Choice
as
American women feel that they are, I would hope that they become ProLife—real Pro-Life—and come to Jesus. He has come to set all women
free from the blood they have shed. Any Pro-Choicer who comes to Jesus
will never be thirsty again. Any woman who has had an abortion will ﬁnd
complete satisfaction and be set free.
Abortion always leaves one dead and one wounded. It’s the wounded
mother that dies as well. Abortion leaves nothing behind in its wake, besides
destruction. Colossians 1:14 says, “In whom we have redemption through
his blood, even the forgiveness of sins.” Christ’s blood redeems even the
heinous crime of abortion.
For the woman who has already aborted her baby, I would say this: I know
that fear and hatred of babies may have allowed you to make the worst
decision of your life. I know that the idea of responsibility or uncontrollable
circumstances may have lead you to aborting your baby. I also know that
the shrewd marketing of the Pro-Choicers may have tricked you into killing
your baby. But, I will tell you that without Christ, your guilt will never go
away. Christ is the only One you should run to. Why? Two reasons: He is
holding your baby (in heaven) and He is the only One that can forgive you.
You’ll never be able to forgive yourself until He forgives you. You don’t
need a priest or any other good works. His blood already paid for your
murder. He was murdered on a cross to cover your murder. He has saved
murderers before. Turn to Him.

Truth #29: Politics and Abortion
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All the political discussions on the legality of abortion talk about everyone’s
rights except the baby’s rights. It’s like a bunch of mobsters gathered around
a poker table, discussing who will live or die. (as if lives are commodities
like food and water and can be disposed of like trash at any point). Does
any mobster-politician stop to think about the baby’s feelings? What about
the baby’s hopes and dreams? A baby’s life isn’t to be discussed in such
cold, complacent terms. Imagine if these mobster-politicians were the ones
whose lives hung in the balance. What if the death of all politicians was
being voted on by America– suddenly all politicians would become ProLife! Only when their neck (like each voting year) do politicians become
Pro-life. Once they are voted in (and this goes for conservative or liberal
politicians) the rights of the baby or long forgotten. The politician can rest
easy for another 2 years; his job is safe. My question is: when is the baby in
the womb ever safe?
Why do the same conservative politicians get elected each election season
and yet abortion still exists? Why have the highest rates of abortion been
during “conservative years”? Why were most of the 1973 Supreme Court
of Roe v Wade appointed by Republican presidents? I have no faith in the
conservative movement to abolish abortion. In fact, I’m liberal when it
comes to abortion. It’s barbaric to murder innocent babies in the womb.
What is this- 5,000 BC? It’s the conservatives who cruciﬁed Jesus. It’s the
conservatives who elected Hitler. It’s the conservatives who keep abortion
alive in the country to feed their pockets (as they own many death camps).
If a politician doesn’t embrace life. Christians shouldn’t embrace him.
If a political party doesn’t embrace life, Christians shouldn’t embrace it.
Republican candidates and the Republican party have failed miserably at
protecting life. The Church doesn’t get it: they keep voting in the same
losers who do nothing to
stop this massacre. Why?
Because the politicians
receive kickbacks from
Planned Parenthood. No
politician wants to stop
this: this is their bread and
butter. Enough is enough.
Kick all the politicians
out who don’t value life
beyond themselves.
Instead of trusting greedy
politicians to do their job,
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there is another way to stopping abortion: interposition. Interposition is the
standing in-between an oppressor and an innocent party. Interposition is a
biblically-based concept as Moses, Samuel and Paul all stood in-between
an oppressor and innocent party (to protect the oppressed). Every sidewalk
counselor, every prayer
warrior, every Pro-Life
activist, every Pro-Life
supporter is an interpositor.
As Christians, we need
to interpose between the
evil state and the innocent
baby in the womb.
Anything less, makes
us just as guilty as those
performing the abortions.
(For more information on
interposition visit www.
lessermagistrate.com and
www.defytyrants.com)
The American people are under no obligation to obey unjust laws, like the
laws of murdering the Pre-Born. Unjust laws by the American government
are only as strong as people allow it to be. Laws have no power if people
don’t obey them. Evil laws should be righteously resisted against. Unjust
laws, that hurt innocent people (i.e. our Pre-Born neighbors) are to be
righteously resisted against.
There are several biblical examples of people standing up against their
governments: Daniel, The Three Hebrew Children, Esther, all the Apostles,
etc. It is time for the Church to stand up against the United States government’s
evil laws. This agrees with the philosophy of America’s Founding Fathers:
defy the tyrant. It is American to the core. We should be against evil in all its
forms—even those who purport to be “American”. Aborting babies in the
womb is barbaric. It’s time to put an end to abortion in the country.
Modern man has eliminated the slave trade in the past, women’s suffrage
and racial segregation. The next step is to eliminate the murder of Pre-Born
children. Anyone who wants to preserve his own liberty in America will
seek to preserve the liberty of the innocent. If there is no liberty for the baby
in the womb, there is no liberty for anybody. If we are as advanced as we
think we are (as Americans), then babies should stop being murdered. Or, it
might as well be 5,000 BC.
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I hate to state the obvious, but Republican politicians won’t end abortion
in America. Typically, Christians rush to the Republican Party to take up
their cause against abortion. Unfortunately, Republicans have had control
for most of the last 43 years (I’m talking presidents, Congress and judges),
and yet babies are still being slaughtered. Putting your hope in Republicans
is a waste of time. Any Pro-Life organization that is trying to team up
with Republicans to “end abortion” is spinning their wheels. The truth is,
Republican politicians need the Pro-life vote. But once they receive it, they
continue on with business as usual. They really aren’t in any hurry to end
their voter-base. Come the next election, they hold the football like Lucy,
and once again, Charlie Brown (the Church) ﬂies up in the air and lands on
his back. Pro-Life organizations and Pro-Life people need to quit giving
their time, talent and treasure to these crooked politicians.
So, if the Democrats aren’t
going to eliminate abortion, and
the Republicans aren’t going to
eliminate abortion, who is going to
eliminate abortion?
Answer: the Church.

Truth #30: Church, Love
Your Pre-Born Neighbor
The Underground Railroad (1840–
1860) was a series of routes and
safe houses used to free slaves from
the south and get them safely into
Canada. Many Christians and moral
people worked on “the Railroad”,
risking their own lives and freedom
to do so. One of those people was a black woman named Harriet Tubman
who made 13 trips to the South, helping to free over 70 slaves. Another man,
a Quaker abolitionist, Levi Cofﬁn, helped more than 2,000 slaves escape to
freedom. It is estimated that by 1850, 100,000 slaves had escaped via the
“Railroad” to Canada. The Underground Railroad was truly a blessing to
many slaves. God used this underground network to free many people.
Today, there is a need for another Underground Railroad. Today there is a
need for those value life. There is a great evil happening in the world today
under the name of “Choice”. Will you be a sympathizer to this cause? Will
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you be an abolitionist and risk your life and freedom to free those who are
being butchered in their mothers’ wombs? Will you rise up and speak for the
Pre-Born? Count the cost: are you willing to risk it all to save some babies?
If you are, God wants to use you.
As we look around at the world, it should be evident that saving babies in
the womb has essentially been delegated to the Church. It is the Church’s
responsibility to save the innocent. Psalm 82:3-4 says, “Defend the poor
and fatherless: do justice to the afﬂicted and needy. Deliver the poor and
needy: rid them out of the hand of the wicked.”
The world doesn’t care about the Pre-Born. In fact, the world is the one
murdering them! So, if the Church isn’t trying to save babies, then who is?
Name one non-religious organization that is saving babies. (You would be
hard-pressed to ﬁnd one). No, the burden for saving the Pre-Born is not on
anyone else but the Church. So, Church, what are you doing to save the
lives of the Pre-Born?
It’s sometimes easy for the Church to turn the other way and say, “Well,
it’s the mother’s choice. There’s nothing we can do about it.” Firstly, it is
not the mother’s choice (or anyone else’s choice) to take a life. Abortion
is wrong because it is
murder. God says murder
is wrong. Secondly, there
is something the Church
can do: stop abortion
completely. How is the
Church to do that? God
doesn’t give a detailed
plan, but He does tell us
what to do.
He says this in Proverbs
24:10-12: “If thou faint in
the day of adversity, thy
strength is small. If thou
forbear to deliver them
that are drawn unto death, and those that are ready to be slain; If thou sayest,
Behold, we knew it not; doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it?
and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not he render to
every man according to his works?”
If you, as a Christian, are not saving babies, then how many other Christians
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are not saving babies? Are babies not
worth saving? Are babies not worth
your time? Those two statements
summarize the world’s thoughts
on the Pre-Born: not worth saving
and not worth time. The Church
has no business in thinking in those
terms. Our time on earth is designed
for saving lives. It is designed for
loving our Pre-Born neighbor as
ourselves.
Pray for the end of this 60-million
baby holocaust. Pray for the death
of America if it will stop one more
baby from being murdered. Follow
God and serve Him and He will end
abortion. Proverbs 10:16 says, “The
labor of the righteous tendeth to life:
the fruit of the wicked to sin.”
When you look at abortion, and your kids look at it, and they ask you one
day what you did to stop it, what are you going to tell them? Were you
involved in the Pro-life movement or did you sit on the sidelines? As you
look back on your life, are you happy with what you did for the Pre-Born, or
could you have done more? Proverbs 11:30 says, “The fruit of the righteous
is a tree of life; and he that winneth souls is wise.”
Some people have spent their entire lives ﬁghting abortion. But it doesn’t
matter how much or how little you do, just do something for the Pre-Born.
God will bless your efforts like the two widow’s mites. Proverbs 21:21 says,
“He that followeth after righteousness and mercy ﬁndeth life, righteousness,
and honor.”
The Church cannot remain silent any more. Just because the babies scream
quietly in their mothers’ wombs does not mean the Church can be quiet. A
quiet murder is still a murder. God hears their screams even if the Church
doesn’t want to. Will the Church step up to the plate and listen with God’s
ears? Will the Church abort their silence so that they may abort abortion?
To ﬁght for the Pre-Born starts with courage. It starts with a healthy fear of
God. What will God say to you when you stand in front of Him? Will He
say, “Well done good and faithful servant” or will he say “Depart from me
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you worker of iniquity”?
Proverbs 14:27 says, “The fear of
the LORD is a fountain of life, to
depart from the snares of death.”
And, Proverbs14:21 says, “He that
despiseth his neighbor sinneth: but
he that hath mercy on the poor,
happy is he.” I can’t think of anyone
poorer or more under-privileged or
outcast or slandered against than the
baby in the womb.
Jesus paid it all to redeem our souls
from hell. The least we can do is save
babies lives amidst this holocaust.
May the Church stand up in these
dark days and ﬁght for the lives of

the Pre-Born, regardless of the cost.

Every Christian has been saved to save innocent lives. The Church exists
to save. If the Church fails at this mission, what good is she? I don’t care
that it has been 43 years later since Roe v Wade–deaths are still happening
every day. The Church needs to be faithful in this ﬁght and not give up. We
actually are in a good position. The Pro-Choicers have had the high ground
for quite some time. But now the tide is turning. With the recent public
videos by journalist David Daleiden on exposing Planned Parenthood’s
selling of body parts–now is the time to strike. Now is the time to go on the
offensive and not let up until we have complete abolition of abortion. We
are to be faithful to Christ regardless of the wins or losses.
If every Christian stood up against the abortion ofﬁces in America, lives
would be saved. My goal as a Christian isn’t to save millions of lives; just
one. And another and another. Those precious souls that will be saved is
worth all the pain, work, labor and frustration. If this book saves one baby
because it makes a mom stop and think–it will have been worth it. How much
is your life worth, Christian? How much is a baby’s life worth? Christian,
save one baby this year.
Galatians 5:14 says, “For all the law is fulﬁlled in one word, even in this;
Thou shalt love thy (Pre-Born) neighbor as thyself.” If the Church is not
loving the weakest in society then who are they loving, the strongest? If they
aren’t taking care of the poorest in America, then who are they taking care
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of, the richest? Our Pre-Born neighbor is the poorest and weakest among us
and we need to be loving him as ourselves.
Like the world, God also wants to abort. The things He wants to abort are:
abortion, hate and slavery. He says: Abort Guilt. Abort Feminism. Abort
Death. Abort Sin. Abort Holocausts. Abort Materialism. Abort Greed. Just
don’t abort your baby.
The Church cannot be intimidated by the lies, deceit and power of the ProChoice movement. Paul says this to the Church at Galatia: 6:9: “And let us
not be weary in well doing: for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not.
As we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto all men, especially
unto them who are of the household of faith.” (Galatians 6:9-10)
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German pastor who was martyred in Nazi Germany
said, “Silence in the face of evil is itself evil: God will not hold us guiltless.
Not to speak is to speak. Not to act is to act.” By not speaking up for the
Pre-Born, the Church has spoken. By not acting on her Pre-Born neighbor’s
behalf, she has acted.
Planned Parenthood loves the church’s laziness. They say, “Keep doing
what you’re doing and we’ll keep doing what we’re doing. Stay out of our
business and we’ll stay out of yours.” However, the destruction of life—
any life—is the Church’s business. The Church is commanded by Christ to
“love the least of these”.
This is the evil of our day. The time to strike is now! It will take every socalled American Christian to abolish abortion.

Conclusion
Why is this book called,
“The Most Dangerous
Place on Earth?” It’s not
like the womb is war-torn
Iraq or the beaches of
Normandy or Iwo Jima.
That is true. However,
all those soldiers had
an option to not move
forward. Babies in the
womb have no option. It
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should be obvious by now that the baby in the womb is the most helpless
individual in the world (in time and space). Their mothers can give everything
to them or they can take everything from them. There is no middle ground.
What kind of woman kills her own offspring? I mean, seriously, women are
supposed to be nurturing, caring and loving to their children—not murdering
them because they are a nuisance. What kind of culture kills its Pre-Born
babies and leaves them in dumpsters or ﬂushes them down the toilet? That’s
disturbing to think that a baby’s worst enemy is his own mother. The one
who has already given him nutrients and life is the one who now wants to
take that life away. A woman who aborts her own child, while holding up
her “freedom” above his freedom to live is a sick and confused woman. It
happens everyday in America, the land of the free.
A baby’s entire trust is placed in his mother. Since conception there is only
one person a baby trusts: his mother. For a mother to terminate that poor
trusting baby is the ultimate act of betrayal (think along the lines of Judas
Iscariot, Brutus, Benedict Arnold, etc). Welcome to the world little one. Rule
number one: don’t trust anyone; not even your own mother. Abortive women
essentially say this to their baby in the womb: “You want nurturing from
me? Forget it. You want
love and affection from
me—go take a hike, Baby.
Life is about one thing:
me. I am here to please
me. I’m here to take care
of my own needs and not
anyone else’s.”
Somewhere along the
line, abortive mothers
forgot to love their
neighbor as themselves.
Perhaps women forgot
that they, at one time
were helpless babies in
the womb. Perhaps they forgot that they trusted their mother for their every
need. It’s completely hypocritical for Pro-Choicers to say children are bad,
when in fact, they were a child. Their position for stopping children coming
into the world is really an argument against their own existence. If their
parents practiced what they preached, they wouldn’t be here. It’s ﬁne for
me to be here, but no one else. That sounds like a completely self-fulﬁlling
philosophy.
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When a baby is conceived, it is the beginning of an adventure–a lifelong
adventure. No person should be robbed of the joys, laughter and love that
having a baby brings. It takes courageous women–brave women–to take
that ﬁrst step in the journey. Take that ﬁrst step and you will never be
disappointed. I know that Pro-Choicers have tried to paint a horror story for
young mothers saying “you can’t do this”, “you can have control later”, etc.
But don’t believe their lies.
The adventure is now.
God is giving you a baby
now. Take his blessing
and run with it. Murder
is the chicken thing to
do. Giving birth to a baby
(unplanned or not) is the
heroic thing to do.
The Pro-Choice movement
exists to take away the
breath of life. It’s purpose
is to stop every heart from
beating, every ear from
hearing, every eye from seeing, every tongue from tasting, every hand from
holding. It’s a tragedy that those who choose to abort a baby are aborting
their own joy in life.
Murder is nothing to ignore. You can try to ignore God, but God will never
ignore His justice. He won’t ignore the 60 million babies that were sent
back to Him. He will serve justice to all murderers in this world. God gave
these 60 million babies out of love to parents and they gave them back out
of ungratefulness. These parents didn’t think of their unexpected baby as a
blessing; they wanted to get rid of this “curse” and send it back to where
it came from. But when these couples were having sex, wasn’t that out of
love? At the risk of being crude, I have to ask: how can a woman have her
legs spread open during sex and also have her legs spread open to kill her
baby? Can a woman’s womb be a place of love and a place of war?
As we’ve discussed, abortion is about one thing (on the business side):
money. Abortion is about one thing on the customer side: convenience. A
woman doesn’t want the inconvenience of a baby (the demand) and the
doctor (business) satisﬁes that demand. The inconvenience industry (the
abortion industry) only survives because of the demand for its services.
Take away the demand and abortion would disappear overnight.
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So how do you take away
the demand of American
women? It’s hard. It’s
hard because American
women have been brought
up thinking that having
a career is more valuable
than having a family. She
has also been brought up
to think that she is a selfmade woman and that even
if she makes a mistake,
she can get out of it (i.e.
no real consequences
given enough time or money). She believes today is all there is (i.e. live
for today). She believes in no God (again, no lasting consequences for her
actions). She believes that getting rid of a “blob of tissue” is no big deal.
And, because that blob of tissue would interfere with her career– well, it’s
better to be a good, hardworking American woman rather than an American
mom!
So how does the Church reach that kind of independent, selﬁsh, child-hating,
materialistic, atheistic woman?
Only Christ.
John 10:10 says, “The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to
destroy: I am come that they might have life, and that they might have it
more abundantly.”
As Christians, we need to point out America’s sin and say what abortion
really is (murder) and God’s Spirit will convict women of their evils. When
women start repenting of their abortions, demand will disappear.
Much propaganda, marketing and the use of large funds (from millions of
selﬁsh Pro-Choicers) has helped accomplish this holocaust. And, the ProLife movement, at times, seem insurmountable. But, here’s the thing: we
have God on our side. The Pro-Choicers don’t.
The Church should accept nothing less than total abolition of abortion.
Nothing less. Slavery was abolished in the 1860’s. Total Abolition is the
Church’s goal. Voting on petty political measures—like stopping third
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trimester abortions or sex-selective abortions—is such a waste of time. If
it’s a baby in the third trimester, it’s a baby in the ﬁrst trimester and should
not be a victim of infanticide! Quit playing the hypocrite, Church! Abolish
abortion completely! Demand it from our politicians. Don’t accept the little
bones they throw at the Pro-Life movement. Fight it in front of your local
abortion clinic. Fight it in social media. Christians have remained silent for
so long in this woe-is-me mentality that they think can’t do anything about
abortion. Our job is not to overturn abortion tomorrow. Our job is to ﬁght
the battle one day at a time and let God determine the outcome.
Did you know that abortion is actually illegal in countries like Poland,
Columbia, Peru, South Korea, Mexico and Brazil? These countries know
that murdering a baby is wrong.
But, there are many countries
(like America) who don’t care that
abortion is wrong. However, there
will come a day that America (and
all countries) will realize it. And,
the ﬁrst country that throws off
the chains of abortion will see the
blessings of God rain upon them.
England abolished slavery about
40 years before America. (England
was also the ﬁrst to advocate birth
control before America, so obviously
countries can backslide). Perhaps
America didn’t have to go through a
Civil War, had they just been honest
with themselves and realized slavery
was wrong. The lust for money
and business and career are always
blinding to the truth. Pray that America will end abortion peacefully. But, if
not, then pray that America will just end abortion period. There can be no
real freedom in America until ALL innocent lives are protected.
Just like when David was about to ﬁght Goliath: David didn’t know how the
story would end. Neither did Goliath. The Church needs to step up its ﬁght
for the Pre-Born. This war is in God’s hands and He will put down all His
enemies. But we need to be the ones God is using to stop this holocaust.
It will take all of Christendom to take down Planned Parenthood. In fact,
there is evidence that the end of abortion is closer than we realize. A recent
Bloomberg report showed that 162 abortion facilities in 35 states have shut
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down between 2011 to
2015, while only 21 new
facilities opened. Abortion
is ending in America.
Do you think that it will
end completely? Do you
believe God can do it? Of
course He can.
The abortion industry has
all the money, media and
government on their side,
but it doesn’t matter. God
will take all murderers
down. And the Church
has the beautiful privilege of being a part of this taking down. Won’t you
be a part of it?All Christians who took part in Pro-life events will be able to
look back and say, “Man, I’m so glad I did that.” All it takes is one photo
shared on Facebook, one poster, one protest to reach someone who will
rise up and take down this Goliath. It will be a glorious day when Planned
Parenthood is in shambles and when all abortion doctors are behind bars.
Get involved today!
“And the King shall answer and say unto them, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye
have done it unto me.” –Matthew 25:40
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Appendix A: Pro-Life Visual Library

On the following pages is a sampling of what you will ﬁnd in this booklet and
what you will ﬁnd at bibleartbooks.com. It is a visual library originally created as
signage and then expanded to include inside this booklet. These images are meant
to be shared among social media, to be made printed signs and to be shared via
email, Twitter, Facebook and other media. These images are free for download and
include a high-resolution (300 dpi ) image or a low-resolution image (75 dpi).
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More Images are always being updated
on bibleartbooks.com. Please use these
images to spread the word about protecting
the Image of God.
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Appendix B: Pro-Life Dangerous Flyers

On the following pages is a sampling of the ﬂyers that are taken from this booklet.
They are reformatted on-pagers that represent each of the chapters in this book.
They designed to be posted on social networks, printed and distributed freely.
These are available in PDF and JPEGs
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Appendix C: Pro Life Mottos
The Pro-Choice movement has a lot of phrases and mottos that they like to parrot.
The Pro-Life movement needs to counteract these soundbites with similar short
mottos. The following is a short list of some helpful Pro-Life phrases that can and
should be used in conversations with others. Our conversations should reﬂect a
Pro-Life mindset. Our Christian lifestyle should reﬂect a Pro-Life mindset.

A “Right” Can Never Be a Right, If it Takes Away the True Rights of Others
A Tax-Funded Scalpel is NOT a Private Issue
A Uterus is No Place for A Murder
Abort Abortion & Birth Babies
Abortion is Jihad Against the Pre-Born
Abortion is Murder in the Womb
Abortion Leaves One Dead & One Wounded
Abortion Stops a Beating Heart
Abortion: The Antithesis of Women’s Health
Abortion: The Murder of Fatherhood
America is So Free That She Can Kill Her Own Offspring
America’s Legacy is 60 Million Coffins
An Immoral America is a Dead America
Babies Are Designed for Life. Not for Choice
Babies Have Rights, Too
Ban Human sacrifice
Christians Are the Voice of the Voiceless
Do We Have the Freedom to Kill the Innocent?
Do You Want to be a Mother or a Murderer?
End Human Suffering. End Abortion.
Every Baby is Made in the Image of God
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Freedom Doesn’t Erase the Guilt of Murder
Freedom for All. Unless You Are Inside the Womb
How is the Absence of Justice Redefined as Freedom?
Infanticide is Never Noble (No Matter the Excuse)
Intolerance: Not Sharing Your Life With Your Own Child
It’s Easy To Be Pro-Choice When You’re the One Outside the Womb
Labeling Someone a “Non-Person” is the First Step to a Holocaust
Laws Should Never Facilitate Dead Babies
Life is Love
Live Life to the Fullest. Unless Your Mother is Pro-Choice
Love Creates A Baby. Hate Creates Abortion
Motherhood Begins at Conception and Ends at the Abortionist’s Office
Once Babies are Disposable, Everyone Is
Only Bullies Pick On Those Smaller Than Them
Planned Parenthood is Simply Drive-Thru Murder
Planned Parenthood is the Deparenting of a Parent
Preserve Our Liberty. Preserve the Innocent
Pro-Choice: Destroying Women One Abortion at a Time
Pro-Choice: Don’t Buy the Lie
Pro-Choicers Take Away the Breath of Life
Reproductive Freedom is a Synonym for Sexual Immorality
Save a Life. Like Jesus Did
The Church Needs to Protect the Innocent
The Rainforests Can Wait. Save the Babies
Uninhibited Choices Keep Women Enslaved
Until the Weakest Person is Protected, America Will Never Be Free
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Appendix D: Pro-Life Links
survivors.la
missionariestothepreborn.com
abort73.com
prolife.org
toomanyaborted.com
justthefacts.org
priestsforlife.org
abortiontv.com
lifeissues.org
abortionfacts.com
180movie.com
prolifeaction.org
defytyrants.com
lessermagistrate.com
abolishhumanabortion.com
lifesitenews.com
abortionprocedures.com
endabortionnow.com

Appendix E: Works Cited
www.lifesitenews.com
www.wikipedia.org
www.google.com
Factual references within this book
can easily be veriﬁed by doing a search on the internet.
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Appendix F: Pro-Life Scripture
Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee; and before thou
camest forth out of the womb I sanctiﬁed thee . . . — Jeremiah 1:5a
Did not he that made me in the womb make him? and did not one
fashion us in the womb? — Job 31:15
Thou shalt not kill. —Exodus 20:13
Defend the poor and fatherless: do justice to the afﬂicted and needy.
Deliver the poor and needy: rid them out of the hand of the wicked.
—Psalm 82:3-4
“Open thy mouth for the dumb (mute) in the cause of all such as are
appointed to destruction. Open thy mouth, judge righteously, and
plead the cause of the poor and needy.” —Proverbs 31:8-9
If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those
that are ready to be slain; If thou sayest, Behold, we knew it not;
doth not he that pondereth the heart consider it? and he that keepeth
thy soul, doth not he know it? and shall not he render to every man
according to his works? —Proverbs 24:11-12
For thou hast possessed my reins: thou hast covered me in
my mother’s womb. I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made: marvellous are thy works; and that my soul
knoweth right well. My substance was not hid from thee, when I
was made in secret, and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the
earth. Thine eyes did see my substance, yet being unperfect; and in
thy book all my members were written, which in continuance were
fashioned, when as yet there was none of them. — Psalm 139:13-16
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Appendix G: Pro-Life Quotes
“I’ve noticed that everyone who is for abortion has already been
born.”—Ronald Reagan
“To believe that a child must die so that you can live as you wish is
true poverty.”—Mother Teresa
“The greatest destroyer of love and peace is abortion, which is war
against the child. The mother doesn’t learn to love, but kills to solve
her own problems. Any country that accepts abortion is not teaching
its people to love, but to use any violence to get what they want.”—
Mother Teresa
“If man is not made in the image of God, nothing then stands in the
way of inhumanity. There is no good reason why mankind should be
perceived as special.” —Francis Schaeffer
“America you are beautiful . . . and blessed . . . The ultimate test
of your greatness is the way you treat every human being, but
especially the weakest and most defenseless. If you want equal
justice for all and true freedom and lasting peace, then America,
defend life.” —Pope John Paul II
“There are two victims in every abortion: a dead baby and a dead
conscience.”—Mother Teresa
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Appendix H: Pro-Life Social Media Action Plan

For those Christians who don’t have a lot of time, or don’t really know what to
do for the Pre-Born, I want to offer a few simple, online plans. These plans are
designed not to be time-consuming, but also to be highly effective. Let’s face it, the
Church has to do something, but not all of us are gifted to be sidewalk counselors,
activist picketers or public speakers. However, some of us are really good with
technology, namely Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest. Some of us are talented to write
blogs and email friends and family. It’s for these people that the Pro-Life Social
Media Action Plan is designed for. Following is a few simple plans that I hope to
spur interest in Christians. It is at the grass-roots level that we can change public
opinion regarding abortion. Social media and technology is where this battle is
going to be fought. But there needs to be an army of courageous Christians willing
to post and publish the truth, regardless of what others think of them.
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A Prayer for the Pre-Born
Lord, Please wake my slumbering heart
to care about the Pre-born
May I risk my own life, freedom and peace to give
love to them.
My Pre-born neighbor deserves my compassion,
grace and mercy.
May I be the one to shower God’s blessings upon
them.
Help me to have courage in these dark days.
Amen.
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FOR I WAS AN HUNGRED, AND YE
GAVE ME MEAT. I WAS THIRSTY,
AND YE GAVE ME DRINK. I WAS A
STRANGER, AND YE TOOK ME IN...
— MATTHEW 25:35
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